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Theme

Act Three

Absolute, devastating violence is the only way
to maintain security against one’s adversaries.

House Blackmont is planning a militant rescue
mission to save Prince Maron. The party
escapes and desperately seeks out a Red Priest
to resurrect Olyvar. When he is returned to life,
however, he is obsessed with avenging his own
death, and is no longer the man they knew.
Joss in turn is rushing the Blackmonts in their
war preparations. The party attempts to recruit
allies, but Joss uses Olyvar’s obsession to
sabotage a crucial negotiation with their most
important potential ally, and the Blackmonts
must march to war without all the resources
that they need.

Act One
The Blackmonts and Mullendore are gathering
for a wedding in Uplands. Contrary to their
Dornish and Reach histories respectively,
the two houses are attempting to unite their
lines and end the conflict through the love
and marriage of heirs, Meria Blackmont
and Timoth Mullendore. In their honor,
the Mullendore’s are hosting a celebration
and tournament, but not everyone is in a
celebratory mood. Before the marriage can
occur, Lord Cyrus Mullendore is assassinated.

Act Two
With Cyrus Mullendore dead and Joss accused
of his murder, chaos overtakes Castle Uplands.
Timoth Mullendore, now Lord, is in search
of justice for his fallen father and will stop at
nothing to get it. The party of House Blackmont
must try to appease the Mullendore’s and calm
the reignited conflict. While trying to diminish
hostility against their own house, prove their
innocence, tie loose ends, and clear Joss of
suspicion, another member of the house is
accused in his stead - bastard son of Prince
Blackmonth, Olyvar Sand. Olyvar tries to clear
his name through trial by combat, and in his
arrogance is struck down by Lord Timoth.
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Act Four
Houses Blackmont and Mullendore are going
to war. Despite former affections, Meria must
now lead an army against her once betrothed,
and settle this conflict once and for all. Timoth,
now mad with power and concern for his
own status, tries to reclaim his dignity on the
battlefield, but is ultimately felled and his army
with him. The party does not stop with Timoth
- the Mullendore line must end before peace
can be achieved, even if this means the murder
of innocent children. Now no one can contest
Blackmont’s claim of Uplands.
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Family Trees

BRIAN BIZIER

House
Blackmont

Prince Maron Blackmont,
the Lord of Blackmont

Cyrus Mullendore, the Lord of
Uplands

—Lord Maron’s family:
—Joss Blackmont, Maron’s

—Lord Mullendore’s family:
—Lady Alyce Mullendore,
Cyrus’ wife and the Lady of Uplands
—Timoth Mullendore,
Cyrus’ heir
—Henly Mullendore, Cyrus’

brother and most trusted advisor

	—Tesha Blackmont, Joss’s wife
		
—Warrek Maller,
mercenary in the employ of Joss
—Lady Meria Blackmont,
Maron’s heir
—Olyvar Sand, Maron’s bastard
		
—Bryna Sand,
	Olyvar’s paramour
—Prince Maron’s retinue:
—Qhorin, Red Priest and
staunch ally of House Blackmont
—Garrison Fowler, the Lord of
House Fowler of Skyreach
—Regan Manwoody, the Lady of
House Manwoody of Kingsgrave
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House
Mullendore

second son

—Lord Mullendore’s retinue:
—Brynden Storm, a mercenary in
the employ of House Mullendore
—Randyll Tarly, the Lord of
House Tarly of Horn Hill
		
—Dickon Tarly, his son
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House
Baratheon

House
Tyrell

Renly Baratheon, claimant to the Iron
Throne and the Lord of House Baratheon
of Storm’s End

[Mace Tyrell, the Lord of House Tyrell
of Highgarden]

—King Renly’s family:
—Queen Margaery Tyrell, his
wife

—King Renly’s retinue:
—Loras Tyrell, Renly’s secret

—Lord Tyrell’s family:
—Olenna Tyrell, his mother
—Margaery Tyrell, his daughter
		
—Loras Tyrell, his son
[not appearing in this adventure]

lover

—Bryce Caron, the Lord of House
Caron of Nightsong and Lord of the
Marches
—Randyll Tarly, the marshal of
Renly’s armies
		
—Brienne of Tarth, a
noble Lady of House Tarth who follows
Renly’s camp

Smallfolk of
the reach
—Jory, a woodsman and skilled archer
—Robert, a blacksmith in Uplands
—the steward
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Family Trees

House
Martell

[Doran Martell, the Lord of House
Martell of Sunspear and Prince of
Dorne]
—Prince Doran’s family:
—Oberyn Martell, his brother
		
—Ellaria Sand,
		Oberyn’s paramour
[not appearing in this adventure]

The Iron Bank
of Braavos
—Noho Dimittus, envoy of the Iron
Bank
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Meria Blackmont
PC

THEME STATEMENT: Just rule is the best
way to maintain security against one’s enemies.
Age: 17
Gender: Female
House: Blackmont
Picture: Ellen Page
Role: Heiress of House Blackmont.
Personality: She is less trusting than her father,
but more peace-loving than her uncle. She is
an idealist who believes that there can be peace
in the Dornish Marches. She is eager to try her
skills in politics outside of her own territory.
Tools: She has been trained since she was
young to lead one of Westeros’ prominent
Houses. Her father taught her politics and
the art of persuasion and her uncle gave her
lessons in waging war, though she is as yet
untested in both. Meria is also an accomplished
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archer, and has some skill in fencing.
Backstory: Meria was born in the peace
following Robert’s Rebellion. Her mother
died in childbirth, and as a result her primary
teachers in life were men; of those, her
father and uncle were predominant. She
never traveled significantly outside of her
own territory, outside of occasional visits to
Dornish Houses who also guarded the border.
It was widely assumed that she would marry
Garrison Fowler when she came of age, but she
preempted the decision-makers in her life by
making the unprecedented move of discussing
a marriage alliance with a lord in a neighboring
kingdom. Secret raven messages and midnight
meetings brought about Meria’s marriage
proposal to Timoth Mullendore.
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Olyvar Sand
PC

THEME STATEMENT: Trust in the
commoners, and not the nobility, is the best
way to maintain security against one’s enemies.
Age: 24
Gender: Male
House: Blackmont
Picture: Tom Hiddleston
		
Role : Bastard and first son of Prince Maron
Blackmont. He is the older brother to Meria
Blackmont, the first daughter of Maron
Blackmont. Olyvar loves his sister, as she is
always kind and humble, however he believes
that he should rule with the people. Treated
fairly well by his family and his house, he
desires more. Olyvar inherently desires a world
where things that are out of your control are no
longer a factor, such as his Bastardisation. An
anarchist on the surface but deep down would
like to harvest power from those who have it
because he believes that he can do a better
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job at giving life to people. He would even be
willing to sacrifice his own luxuries for those
less fortunate.
Friends : Meria Blackmont, Bryna Sand,
JossBlackmont, Warrek Muller, Maron
Blackmont
Wants: Olyvar strongly desires a sense of
respect from others. He wants to help create a
world in which people similar to him, people
less fortunate can have a better life free from
the sins of their fathers and mothers; free from
the pain of tyrannical rulers. Olyvar believes
that the best way to do this is to destroy
the world as it currently is and rebuild it
differently. Olyvar hates most nobility because
they have a sense that “they are better than
others” which allows them to not care for those
whose worth is deemed lesser. He especially
hates nobility that treat him less than their
equal. He wishes to prove to them that he is
better than they are. He wishes to prove that
nobility are worthless and that he himself has
worth, along with those who he accompanies
himself with; those less fortunate.
Personality: Olyvar is thoughtful and kind.
He compassionately cares for those who
cannot care for themselves. He is instinctual
and calculatingly mischievous where he can
more often than not gain the upper hand in a
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situation. Olyvar cares for his family and for
his house but resents his father. He resents
his father because of the fact that Olyvar is a
bastard. A lot of the blame is put on Olyvar for
his incorrigible title, but he places the blame
on his father for not bearing his mistakes
responsibly, if he would even describe his birth
and his mother a mistake.
Backstory: Prince Maron, injured during
Robert’s rebellion was taken in by a caring
woman and her family. Sera Aerin was her
name. During Maron’s injury, he became
deathly ill. Though it seemed pointless to try,
Sera wanted to save him. Weeks went by and
Maron’s conditioned bettered. As Sera became
more and more healthy, Sera found that she
had started to fall for Maron, though it did
not seem he felt the same. The night before
Maron had to leave, Sera decided to try her
luck and they made love. Months later, as the
war was coming to an end. Maron, back at his
castle received a raven claiming he had a son.
Growing up, Olyvar always had the luxury of
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being in the lordship of Prince Maron, but
unfortunately Sera’s town was raided during
the war and she was enslaved and sold to
Nobility from around the world Maron felt
responsible and took Olyvar home with him to
care for him as she did for him. Knowing his
status was not of nobility Olyvar was always
treated poorly by high born not affiliated with
the Blackmont house. Growing up with this,
Olyvar learned how to hide his anger towards
these people, and fully did not understand the
direction of their resentment. Growing up with
a nobles education and the love of his mother,
Olyvar learned how to fight, read, argue,
militantly organize, how to hate, how to lie, but
also how to care, and love others.
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Olyvar Sand Resurrected
PC

Olyvar now understands the concept of ruling
with an Iron Fist. Olyvar has lost a sense of
compassion towards those less fortunate
because he believes they are incapable of truly
caring for themselves and need to depend on
others more fortunate to survive.
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Personality: After being brought back to life,
Olyvar is different. He is cold and frightening.
He often has trouble making sense when
talking in long sentences. He is consumed with
his rage and revenge for the Mullendores. He
spends most of his time locked away in the
castle plotting different ways that he can kill
Timoth and ultimately destroy the Mullendore
and name. Olyvar is still keen a lot of the time
but he has a hard time concentrating. He often
makes rash decision without fully thinking
them through.

Wants: After coming back to life Olyvar
has changed. He is not the same caring,
considerate, compassionate person he used
to be. Now all he wants is revenge for those
who wronged his house. He feels personally
responsible for the torment that has happened
to his house and he wishes to remedy that by
any means necessary. He now sees the value
in Joss’ military ideologies where someone
isn’t beaten unless they are beaten absolutely.
Olyvar now only cares about how to wrong
the rights that have been done to him and the
people he cares most about, Meria, Maron,
Warrek, and Bryna.
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Warrek Maller
PC

THEME STATEMENT: Protecting one’s
safehaven is the best way to maintain security
against one’s enemies.
Age: 40
Gender: Male
House: Unaffiliated, formally.
Picture: Woody Harrelson (for now)
		
Role: The head guardsman of House
Blackmont and mentor in combat to Meria
Blackmont and Olyvar Sand. They call him by
his first name; he’s a mercenary, and “Ser” is a
title he doesn’t have nor is it one that interests
him at the moment. He demands perfection
and endurance from the lordlings, and when
it comes to work he has a reputation among the
Blackmont nobility and the smallfolk for being
something of a hard-ass.
But they also know him well as one of
the biggest seekers of entertainment, pleasure,
and relaxation in the time that he’s not working
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(which is most of it): Warrek Maller loves to
relax. It’s the summer of his life, after all, and
everyone should know it. That’s why he came
to House Blackmont.
He also carries with him a reputation
as a great former swordsman from across the
Narrow Sea.
Friends: Meria Blackmont, Olyvar Sand,
Bryna Sand, Joss Blackmont
Wants: To carve out the most comfortable
existence as he can. He’s had enough of real
fighting; he might take pleasure in his work,
but he takes more pleasure in his rest.
Personality: Fun, principally, and usually up
to celebrate. Charming among women, and
amicable among soldiers and sailors, especially
fellow mercenary-types. When he’s on the job,
he becomes instantly serious — a jarring shift
for his students and employer. But maybe
Warrek’s greatest personal flaw is his ambition
to escape a world of combat and life-risking
adventure: When he feels like he’s about to
be dragged into some sort of turmoil, his
confidence falters; he’s hesitant, indecisive, and
altogether more anxious.
Tools: He uses his charm, his position of
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privilege (whatever it happens to be), and his
reputation to win for himself as many cushy
rooms, beautiful women, and gold coins as he
can.
Backstory: As a mercenary, his life was pledged
to blood and the relentless pursuit of gold. He
was a trained killer, and adept at it. But fighting
on the losing side of Robert’s Rebellion planted
in him a growing distaste for battle: Perhaps
it was the mutiny of the royal retainers once
the Lannisters had entered King’s Landing;
perhaps it was butchering fleeing smallfolk
from behind so he could get ahead in your
escape.
This apprehension does not apply to gold,
however. Impatient for a new employer,
he sought out the service of Prince Maron
Blackmont almost immediately after the
defeat of the Targaryens. Maron was a man
desperate to secure his land, and sympathetic
towards Warrek’s prior cause. And the work he
promised was easy: Man a well-fortified castle
on the edge of Dorne in peacetime. So Warrek
has found a place here where he can rest and
accumulate his treasure.
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Bryna Sand
PC
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Friends: The Blackmonts, in theory, though
she does not see them as friends so much as a
means to an end. She has a friendship based on
mutual understanding with Warreck Muller.

THEME STATEMENT: Violence is a last resort
as a means of attaining security, but should be
used against whomever necessary to achieve
her ends.
Age: 18
Gender: Female
House: Blackmont
Picture: Alicia Vikander
		
Role: Bryna is the Paramour to Olyvar Sand.
She uses her ability to socially climb through
seduction as a method of becoming close to
various individuals with power, which was how
she became linked to Olyvar to begin with.
She cares for him, but also recognizes that as a
bastard son of a Prince, he can only provide so
much for her. She therefore makes connections
where she can with the lords of Blackmont and
Uplands in order to establish a more secure
position for herself, with or without Olyvar.
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Wants: Bryna wants to find shelter with men of
power, but otherwise wants to avoid attention.
She never wants to return to her peasant
origins, and perpetually seeks a more secure
position - a guarantee of food, shelter, and
safety - in order to prevent this. Her best found
method of pursuing these things is through
her position as Paramour, and finding a lover
with status and resources to shield her from
what her life could otherwise be. She therefore
finds Olyvar’s “man of the people” attitude
concerning, as his willingness to compromise
his position as Prince’s son compromises hers
in turn.
Personality: Bryna is nothing if not conflict
avoidant. She complies with the voices of those
more powerful than her, and is loath to give an
opinion lest it compromise her position with
Olyvar. She finds the peasants to be disgusting,
and turns up her nose at those less fortunate,
but it is mainly to cover up the fact that she is
afraid of joining the unwashed masses once
again. She is on the surface very supportive of
those around her, but very secretive when it
comes to anything that could cause discord,
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even if sharing information and opinions would
be in the best interest of her Blackmont allies.
Backstory: Bryna was born a bastard daughter
of a peasant woman in High Hermitage. Her
mother was a scullery maid the noble house
of Dayne, and as a child Bryna entertained
the notion that she might be of noble blood
herself. These fantasies made the days when
Bryna began to work for house Dayne that
much harder, as she imagined what could
have been. Then one day, a new Paramour Dyanna - joined the house. Dyanna selected
Bryna to be her personal handmaiden, despite
more suitable options, and took Bryna under
her wing. It was then that Bryna learned
the skills of noblewomen and the power
of becoming a Paramour. When the noble
family of House Blackmont came to visit High
Hermitage, Bryna saw her opportunity, and
with Dyanna’s encouragement, caught the eye
of Lord Blackmont’s bastard son, Olyvar. Bryna
returned with him to Blackmont, securing her
place as Paramour.
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Timoth
Mullendore
NPC

THEME STATEMENT: All actions, including
violence against the innocent, must be used to
achieve security for himself and his house.
Age: 20
Gender: Male
House: Mullendore
Picture: Jude Law
		
Role: Timoth is the heir to House Mullendore
and betrothed to Meria Blackmont, heir to
House Blackmont. It was his idea that he and
Meria should marry and unite their houses to
achieve a great and lasting peace.
Friends:
Wants: On the surface, he is playing at wanting
peace and prosperity for both Uplands and
Blackmont, because that gets him closer to his
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goal: Becoming the greatest and most revered
Lord in the history of Uplands. His legacy
and lordship is more important to him than
all else. It is to this end that he arranges the
assassination of his father, framing of House
Blackmont, and subsequent war.
Personality: Timoth presents himself as
charming and personable. He is energetic,
engaging, and a little bit too adventurous. He
loves the stories of old war heroes, and enjoys
mimicking the grand gestures of his storied
heroes in his own life as lord-to-be. Beneath
the part of him that shines, however, is an
inherently selfish man incapable of seeing
past his own desires. He lacks perspective
and empathy, and when his own legacy is in
jeopardy, he becomes cold and calculating.
Backstory: The Lordship of Uplands and all
it implied was something Timoth had been
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promised since infancy. Uplands was a new
acquisition for House Mullendore - a result
of Robert’s Rebellion - and Timoth has grown
up watching his father, Cyrus, do everything
against the great philosophies of what a
great leader should be. Cyrus continued to
antagonize Dorne in border skirmishes and
build up a fear of House Blackmont that
Timoth could only perceive as weak. One day
a band of the tradesmen of Uplands insisted
on an audience with Cyrus, pleading for a
reevaluation of the continued loss of life at the
border. Timoth did not like the way these men
talked to the Lord of the House, and decided
then that this dishonoring of his family name
and his own future legacy would not stand.
And so he began his plot to unseat his father
and end the pox of House Blackmont on his
livelihood.tHouse Blackmont on his livelihood.
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Maron Blackmont
NPC

THEME STATEMENT: Caution and patience is
the best way to maintain security against one’s
enemies.
Age: 42
Gender: Male
House: Blackmont.
Picture: Bryan Cranston
		
Role: Commonly considered a fair and reserved
ruler of House Blackmont. To his family and
small court, he’s actually quite a worrywort.
He’s friendly with the neighboring noble
families in Dorne, but they do find his anxiety
to be unsettling at times. Those who need to
rely on him for political reasons do so with
caution — he has a reputation well under
wraps for trouble borrowing money and, more
widely known, his primary concern in military
endeavors and intrigue is the care of his own
house.
On an interpersonal level, Maron is
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much more agreeable. His bonds of loyalty
are strong. In fact, he has a trust in the system
of chivalry and honor that borders on being
dangerously blind to its pitfalls.
He advises patience to his political allies,
caution to his loved ones, and faith in House
Blackmont to the commoners.
Children: Meria Blackmont, Olyvar Sand
Principal Employer of: Warrek Maller
Wants: To protect his daughter and his
house from the potential dangers that lie to
Blackmont’s north: The Reach, the Tyrells,
the Mullendores; all historical enemies of
Dornishfolk. Meria will never be safe unless
peace is maintained across this border.
Personality: An overthinking, overprotective,
anxious fatherly type. Not the most responsible
leader, but projects authority and calmness
frequently enough that a first impression won’t
necessarily reveal his anxiety. Faithful to the
system of chivalry and honor, to the point
where he’s never publicly acknowledged his
love for his bastard son. Proud of his family
name, and his father. Reserved about decisions
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that seem dangerous or risky.
Tools: Uses his authority and his faith in
the system to sucker others into joining his
cause, which is really just securing his family’s
security.
Backstory: Maron’s father, Ondrew, was
a powerful man, also loyal to a fault and
honorbound to House Targaryen. Much
of Maron’s life as a growing boy was spent
without him; Dad was busy in King’s Landing,
serving the Mad King. Still, Ondrew ruled over
House Blackmont until Robert’s Rebellion,
when the Targaryen dynasty fell, and he
nobly laid down his arms before the usurping
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Baratheons and Starks. For his courtesy,
Ondrew was allowed to take the Black. But
for Maron, this meant his rise to rule in a post
that he hadn’t yet been properly trained in —
particularly in financial concerns.
Although this is unknown to most of the
members of the House (and the player
characters), Prince Maron has in the lifetime
of his daughter run House Blackmont into
considerable debt, building walls and roads
into the hills and affording mercenaries to
protect his Dornish holdings from raiding
tribesmen and encroaching neighbors — the
necessity of these particular expenses may be
something of a fantasy to Prince Maron, rattled
as he is by House’s experience in war.
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Joss Blackmont
NPC

THEME STATEMENT: Absolute, devastating
violence is the only way to maintain security
against one’s adversaries.
Age: 38
Gender: Male
House: Blackmont
Picture: Willem Dafoe
Family: Brother to Maron Blackmont, uncle
to Meria and Olyvar, Husband of Tesha
Blackmont.
Role: Military advisor to Maron.
Wants: To recapture the castle (at Uplands)
that he controlled during Robert’s Rebellion,
which was taken from House Blackmont in the
peace treaties which followed the war. He also
has no children of his own, and wants to serve
as a mentor to Meria to ensure she is not as soft
or compromising as her father.
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Personality: A cunning tactician who carefully
weighs decisions before acting. His “blind
spot” is anything related to House Mullendore.
Because he defeated the men of the Reach in
numerous battles but lost his castle anyway,
Joss believes that violence is the only way to
permanently deal with them.
Tools: He has a strong physique and is an
above-average fighter, but he is renowned as a
tactician. Joss rarely relies on politics or guile
to get his way, preferring to overwhelm his
enemies with force when the time is right.
Backstory: Raised at Blackmont to serve his
older brother, Maron. Joss excelled in his
studies of arms and military strategy. He
assumed command of Uplands, a fortess at the
northern border of Dorne. Because Dorne sided
with the Targaryens, Joss led raids to ravage
the materiel resources of Reach and Lannister
forces. When it became clear the Targaryen
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cause was lost, he retreated to Uplands and
held out against overwhelming Reach forces.
When the Houses of Dorne sued for peace,
the castle was given to a new family, House
Mullendore. Joss returned to Blackmont, and
spent the ensuing years patrolling his brother’s
territory. Joss married a minor noble from the
court at Sunspear, but the two were unable to
have children. When Maron produced an heir,
Meria, Joss took it upon himself to give her
the education he thought his brother was not
capable of giving her: skill at war and the will
to maintain their country’s independence by
any means necessary.
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Tesha Blackmont
NPC
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Wants: Tesha wants to remain a leading figure
at Castle Blackmont, in much opposition to
her husband’s desire to win back Uplands for
himself. Relatedly, Tesha wants to secure the
loyalty of her husband to her; she worries that
in addition to wanting a new home, he wants
a new wife, especially because she’s been
incapable of bearing him any children.
THEME STATEMENT: Conspiring at home is
the best way to maintain security against one’s
enemies.
Age: 37
Gender: Female
House: Blackmont
Picture: Julie Walters
Friends: Blackmont nobility
Family: Joss Blackmont, Maron Blackmont,
Meria Blackmont
Role: Loyal wife of Joss Blackmont, keeper
of Castle Blackmont while her husband and
Prince Maron were attending the wedding of
Meria to Timoth Mullendore.
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Tools: Tesha tries to put herself in the right
place at the right time, not just so she can
influence important political and family
decisions, but so that she can gather gossip for
later intrigue.
Personality: Austere, and underneath that,
anxious about the fate of her marriage and
herself.
Backstory: Tesha was born a Qorgyle of
Sandstone and raised, as a third daughter, to
be a skilled rider, reader, and advisor to her
older sisters and brother. Naturally, to get
much attention at all, she learned to be adept
at power games within her family. As a reward,
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Noho Dimittus
NPC
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Wants: In addition to his objective goal of
securing gold payments for the Iron Bank, at
an interpersonal level Noho needs to assert his
importance in terms of status, will, and stature,
all of which, when compared to these tall and
powerful Dornish nobles, he lacks.

THEME STATEMENT: Attacking men in their
weak spots is the best way to maintain security
against one’s enemies.
Age: 45
Gender: Male
House: Iron Bank of Braavos
Picture: Martin Freeman
Role: Representative of the Iron Bank, in
Dorne to collect on the gold owed by House
Blackmont.
Friends: Not many, really, although he gets
the best treatment from the nobles who might
be borrowing from him in the future, like
Renly Baratheon, and of course from Maron
Blackmont, who desperately needs to weasel
his way out of debt.
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Tools: Noho typically attacks people where he
feels weakest: He’ll remind them of their low
status when compared to others; he’ll remind
them of their physical weaknesses when
compared to others.
Personality: Proud of himself, bitter towards
others.
Backstory: Noho was treated poorly as a weak
and luckless Braavosi, until with his own
bitter treatment of others he demonstrated his
aptitude for collecting bank loans and the Iron
Bank hired him. Ever since, he’s gotten a huge
ego boost sailing the Narrow Sea, knocking
on kings’ doors, and getting them to bow to
the huge and mighty foreign power that he
represents.
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Ruined Tower
Because of the delay, THE PARTY takes shelter
for the evening in an abandoned mountain
fortress. Joss has a conversation with Meria,
who can use intrigue to realize that Joss is
looking out for her because he cannot have
children of his own.
As they are sleeping, a thunder storm begins.
Lightning strikes the tower, setting it on fire.
The party escapes, although Maron’s squire
perishes in the flames. Qhorin commends his
soul to the Lord of Light, but most in the group
consider this an ill omen.

The Party
Meria, Olyvar, Bryna, Warrek, Maron, Joss,
Qhorin, Garrison Fowler, Regan Manwoody,
various soldiers and retainers

Inciting Incident
Blackmont
THE PARTY gathers at Blackmont to set off
for Uplands. Before they leave, Bryna takes
Olyvar aside to give him a new, castle-forged
longsword with an inscription on the blade
written in High Valyrian. The party departs.
Mountains Between Dorne and the Reach
THE PARTY is on the road, a mountain pass
between Blackmont and Uplands. Maron gets
them lost, so Joss offers to lead the way.

Brian Bizier

Border of the Reach
Because they lost their shelter, THE PARTY
presses on. As they come out of the mountains,
in the early morning light, a party rides up to
them. It is composed of Timoth, Henly, and
Brynden, accompanied by several knights. They
set out from Uplands to search for the party, as
the party was expected yesterday. They escort
the party to Uplands.
Uplands Citadel
At the citadel of Uplands, THE PARTY meets a
seated Cyrus and Alyce Mullendore. At Cyrus’
right hand sits Randyll Tarly. Tarly confronts
the party, demanding that they yield their
weapons before they be given guest right. Joss
doesn’t like this. Intrigue to determine what
happens.
After their greeting, the party splits to receive
their living arrangements. The nobles are to be
housed in a wing of the castle. Brynden offers
Warrek a room he rents at one of the local inns.
He may instead choose to sleep in the barracks.
Olyvar and Bryna are not offered lodging, and
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must go out into the city of Uplands to find
space at one of the inns—many of which are
full, due to the upcoming wedding and tourney.
In the evening, the Mullendores host a feast
to welcome their guests. The party is seated
according to class: tables for nobles, retainers,
and hangers-on. Cyrus outlines the week’s
festivities: a royal hunt tomorrow, followed by
days of jousting, an archery tournament (open
to the smallfolk), and a melee.
Split: Uplands Citadel/Market District
The party retires. Timoth takes MERIA aside,
and tells her his hope of bringing peace to
the Dornish Marches. Warrek goes drinking
with Brynden. Bryna overhears Joss talking
with someone she can’t see [Jory] about the
potential for armed conflict to break out.
Intrigue/stealth to determine how much
information she gets. Olyvar feels put-down by
nobles, and Maron convinces him to enlist in
the jousting.
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Progressive
Complications
Forest near Uplands
Before dawn breaks, Maron, MERIA, Timoth,
Cyrus, Henly, Joss, WARREK, Brynden, and
several retainers leave to go on a hunt. They
are on horses, and hunting a deer. Initially
the composition is: Cyrus and Maron, Timoth
and Meria, Warrek and Brynden, Henly and
retainers, and Joss by himself. Joss overhears
Timoth talking to Meria about achieving peace
in the region, which Joss rejects. Meria can
weigh in. Brynden, Warrek, Maron, and Cyrus
talk about the old days, when they fought
against one another. Finally, they sight the
deer they’ve been hunting. Meria dismounts
and hits it with an arrow. The deer runs, and
they begin a quick pursuit. The come to a
small glade, where they find the deer collapsed
with many arrows in it. The party dismounts
to inspect the deer. They determine that the
deer was hit from many angles, with arrows
cleverly constructed from poor materials. A
voice calls out that the party is not welcome
here. Cyrus: this is my land. An arrow fired by
an unseen archer strikes his horse in the neck.
The party may fight or mount and flee. If they
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fight, they discover a band of seven archers, all
smallfolk. Brynden recognizes some of them as
local woodsmen. They are hard to find but easy to
kill. Fleeing may make more sense for the party.
If so, someone takes Cyrus on his/her horse, and
they ride back to Uplands otherwise unharmed.
They should arrive back at the castle by mid-tolate afternoon…
Uplands Tourney Grounds
Lord Fowler, Qhorin, OLYVAR, and BRYNA
travel to the tourney grounds. Olyvar goes to join
the lists, but is not permitted due to his lowborn
status. He may try to use intrigue on the steward
managing the joust, in which case the steward
allows him in, but only if he hides his face and
name. If unsuccessful, Qhorin offers to add Olyvar
to the lists under a false name. Either way, Olyvar
is in! Lord Fowler also enters the competition.
While this is going on, a conflict between Jory and
Robert breaks out. Jory lives outside the city of
Uplands and cannot afford the taxes being levied
on his people to support the Mullendore’s feasts.
Robert is a craftsman who is blocking Jory’s way to
the steward. Bryna may use intrigue to talk them
down, and/or call the steward over to help. Jory
enters the archery competition and leaves. By now
it is mid-to-late afternoon, and something seems
to be drawing the townspeople to the northern
gate of the city…
Uplands North Gate
Renly Baratheon and his retinue arrive at
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Uplands, at the same time the hunting party
returns by the west gate. With Renly: Margaery,
Loras, and Olenna Tyrell, Lord Bryce Caron,
and a knight by the name Brienne of Tarth, in
addition to numerous knights, squires, minor
nobles, musicians, and other hangers-on. Alyce
Mullendore goes to greet them, witnessed by
Olyvar and Bryna. Cyrus crashes this halfway
through to welcome the Baratheons to his castle.
They are invited to stay in the keep, and follow
the party to the citadel. The majority of Renly’s
followers set up camp by the tourney grounds.
An impromptu feast is thrown, in which Renly
invites the Houses of Dorne to rally to his side in
the War of Five Kings.
Uplands Tourney Grounds
The jousts begin in the morning, watched by
nobles from their pavilions and the smallfolk
from the stands. Loras Tyrell and Bryce Caron
were recently added to the lists. In the first tilt,
Timoth unseats Lord Fowler, the only Dornish
noble in the tourney. Olyvar, under an assumed
name, is second to joust. He tilts against Dickon
Tarly and defeats him, moving on to the second
day. After the joust, he retires to care for his
horses and to rest. Loras and Lord Caron also
advance to the second day; they defeated nobles
and freeriders who accompanied Renly.
Uplands Citadel
Following the day’s jousts, Olenna invites
MERAI to have tea with her, Margaery, Alyce
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Mullendore, and Regan Manwoody. Bryna
wants to attend, and may use intrigue,
supported by Meria, to win a place. Olenna
discusses the War of Five Kings, Stannis
Baratheon, and the role the kingdoms of
Dorne are to play. She wants Meria to commit
her house to the good of regional peace.
Lady Manwoody is eager to stop the constant
fighting, which has greatly drained her house’s
men and resources. Olenna invites the group to
meet again after the next day of jousting.
Uplands Practice Grounds
WARREK is persuaded by Brynden to enter
the melee. After entering, he notices a strange
knight sparring against three other men at the
same time, handily defeating them all. Warrek
goes over to meet this person, to realize that
she is Brienne of Tarth, a knight looking to
prove herself in the melee and win a place in
Renly’s Rainbow Guard. She is idealistic, and
disapproves of Warrek’s being a mercenary.
The two spar with one another.
Uplands (various possible locations)
Because there is no feast planned for the
evening, the party is free to spend the night
however they see fit.

Uplands Practice Grounds
MERIA goes down to the archery area to
prepare for the competition. Maron, Warrek,
Joss, Olyvar, and Lord Fowler accompany her.
Uplands Tourney Grounds
THE PARTY sans Meria returns to the nobles’
pavilion. En route, they encounter a group
led by Randyll Tarly and Bryce Caron. Caron
goads the Dornish lords for their poor showing
in the previous war, while Tarly mentions the
likelihood of having to put down a Dornish
insurrection in the near future. Joss attacks
them, and a street fight breaks out. Lord Fowler
is badly cut along one of his legs, and several
Reach/Baratheon retainers are slain. Cyrus
arrives in time to stop further bloodshed, and
the parties retreat to their various bases.
Uplands Tourney Grounds
The archery competition. MERIA competes
against nobles and smallfolk, advancing at
various distances until the final two are her
and Jory. Jory intends to return the cash
prize to the smallfolk, and use his position of
prominence at the victory feast to lambast the
Mullendores. Unfortunately for him, he loses
at eighty paces to Meria. Meria is wondering
where Timoth is at the beginning of the
competition, but sees him in the stands at the
end.
Uplands Market District
While the archery competition is occurring,
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Timoth propositions Bryna at the inn where
she’s staying. Intrigue. Bryna rejects him,
and Timoth warns her not to tell anyone
about what’s happened. He heads over to the
competition in time to see Meria win.
Uplands Citadel
A victory feast is held for MERIA. Jory is
invited, but refuses to attend. Meria is awarded
1,000 gold dragons. Nobles and smallfolk,
this night only, are seated together, with the
exception of Renly and Cyrus, who insist
on sitting at the high table. The fare is less
extravagant. This event rings hollow to Olyvar.
During the feast, Oberyn Martell and his
paramour Ellaria Sand burst into the hall. He
declares his love for Dornish independence,
disregarding Renly, and refrains from giving
his blessing to the marriage. When offered a
room to stay, the two declare their intention to
stay in the city’s nicest brothel.
Maron gets a raven, but tells Meria the message
is nothing she need concern herself with.
Uplands Tourney Grounds
The second day of jousting also begins in the
morning. Olyvar will tilt fourth today, against
Timoth. In the second joust, Loras unseats
his ally, Bryce Caron. There is some talk that
Caron allowed himself to be thrown, but Loras
will hear none of it. When Olyvar tilts against
Timoth, Olyvar emerges victorious. Timoth is
mad. This is the first time we’ve seen him not
get his way in public. He demands that Olyvar
reveal his face, but he refuses. Jousts continue,
but Olyvar is done for the day. He retreats to
care for his horses/equipment and rest.
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that Dorne will not get involved, even if that
means continued border wars. This makes
Lady Manwoody uncomfortable. Margaery
favors a quick defeat of the Lannisters
controlling the throne, and offers that this
should placate the Martell’s animosity towards
the House. She overstepped herself by saying
this. Bryna has more insight into the ways that
the constant wars are bad for the smallfolk.
Meria is invited to weigh in, as she, unique to
many of the woman at the table, will one day
lead her own House.
Uplands Market District
After tea, Oberyn calls a meeting with the
named members of the Dornish party. He
states his belief that the Mullendores are
seeking to use Meria to gain control over the
land and resources of House Blackmont, and
proposes workable solutions: insisting Timoth
respect the borders of Dorne, Maron naming a
new heir, calling off the marriage. Maron asks
Oberyn whom his brother plans to side with
in the War of Five Kings. Oberyn emphasizes
caution and lying in wait, a policy of armed
neutrality for the time being.
Uplands West Gate and Surrounding Area
After the meeting, Maron pulls WARREK
aside. He asks Warrek to ride several leagues

Uplands Citadel
Olenna’s tea meets with the same group of
women. Ellaria enters, uninvited, after the
women greet one another. As conversation
focuses on the ways in which the War of Five
Kings will touch the region, Ellaria maintains
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west of Uplands to meet a small delegation
from Braavos. Warrek does so and meets Noho
Dimittis, envoy of the Iron Bank of Braavos.
Warrek escorts Dimittis back to Uplands.
Uplands Tourney Grounds
The grand melee, which will begin at noon and
last until one fighter remains. It’s a big ol’ fight.
Joss has entered, and duels Henly Mullendore.
Joss breaks Henly’s dominant arm so severely
it will likely require amputation. Brienne of
Tarth defeats Joss. Warrek and Brynden avoid
one another until the two of them together
defeat a tired Brienne. They duel one another,
and the victor wins the melee.
Uplands Market District
In the tavern in which she is staying, BRYNA
encounters Jory. She misses the melee to
speak with him. Jory reveals his motivations
for entering the archery competition after an
intrigue. If a harder intrigue is successful,
Jory comes to believe he can trust Bryna.
(Bryna can also recognize his voice.) Jory
reveals that he and a small army of smallfolk

are fed up with the Mullendores. Tomorrow,
during the joust, they intend to attack the
city gates. He asks her to help. She can use
intrigue to deceive Jory into believing she
won’t tell his secret.
Uplands Citadel
After the melee, Maron calls MERIA to meet
with Noho Dimittis. Meria becomes aware
that House Blackmont is in debt for thousands
upon thousands of golden dragons. As a
militant House, they buy all their food from
House Dayne of High Hermitage. Maron has
kept taxes low on his smallfolk to keep them
happy, but the price of maintaining House
Blackmont, its arms, its lifestyle, and Meria’s
dowry—all of these are contributing to the
current debt. Meria may fail an intrigue to get
Dimittis to forgive the debt. Maron states that
he’d like to pay but cannot, and may ask his
new in-laws for coin. Dimittis is not pleased.
Uplands Practice Grounds
Oberyn finds OLYVAR, who after failing an
intrigue Oberyn successfully guesses to be
the mystery knight in the tourney. Oberyn
promises to keep Olyvar’s secret, and the two
talk about being “lesser sons.” Oberyn wishes
Olyvar luck in the fighting to come.
Uplands Citadel
A victory feast and 1,000 gold dragon prize is
given to the victor of the melee. Tensions are
high because of Henly’s wounding. Timoth and
Alyce do not want Joss present, and Cyrus and
Maron think this may be wise. An intrigue
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from Meria may pave over the situation, but
Joss resolves to find lodging elsewhere in the
city and leaves the keep.
Uplands Tourney Grounds
The final day of jousting. After other freeriders
are eliminated, the final joust will be between
Olyvar and Loras. Olyvar tells Bryna to be
present, for if he wins he intends to name her
queen of love and beauty. Of course, Loras
unseats Olyvar. As a “wedding gift” to Timoth,
the only prize Loras asks for is the identity of
the knight he unseated. Upon seeing Olyvar,
Timoth is furious. Maron is proud. Bryna may
not be there.

Crisis/ Climax
Uplands (various possible locations)
The Smallfolk Insurrection: If, during the royal
hunt, the party killed all seven archers, the attacking smallfolk are not able to attack all three
of the following locations in full force: the
market district, the grain stores, and the noble
pavilions. If Bryna tries to warn the guards, she
realizes too late that she was fed wrong information and believes that the attack will happen
at the west gate. Guards are dispatched there,
and are unable to quickly respond to the other
locations. They respond to the nobles’ pavilions, the grain stores, and the market district,
in that order. If the smallfolk are attacking at
full force, twelve men are attacking each location. If they are not, eight men attack the nobles’ pavilions, ten men attack the grain stores,
and ten men (one of whom is Jory) attack the
market district. The joust is scarcely over when
alarm bells are rung. Nobles, knights, and
guards respond to the attack. Though much
property is damaged, the threat is dealt with.
Jory is captured, his men are dead or captured,
and no named characters are seriously injured
or killed. Timoth appreciates the opportunity to
vent his frustrations on the vandals.
Uplands Citadel
After the fires are all put out, the sweaty party
goes to the keep. They bathe and prepare to
celebrate the now-subdued victory of Loras.
Loras names Meria queen of love and beauty
while slyly glancing at Renly. Most everyone is
looking forward to tomorrow’s wedding. Olyvar
and Bryna try to use intrigue to sleep in the
keep, as their inn was seriously damaged in the
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Resolution
Uplands Sept
The wedding ceremony. In the morning, the
traditional Westerosi wedding ceremony takes
place. Oberyn leaves for Sunspear with Ellaria
before the wedding begins. All the nobles attend, all the retainers and lower-ranked people
sit in the rear of the sept. Maron gives Meria
away, Timoth cloaks her.
Uplands Citadel
The wedding feast. Traditional wedding feast.
Bryna is uncomfortable with the role she
played in yesterday’s violence, but Qhorin
reassures her that the Lord of Light has a plan
which he has seen in the flames. Warrek ponders staying in the Reach with Brynden. Still
smarting from his forced revelation, Olyvar
storms off when Loras congratulates him on
his performance. A steward gets Cyrus’ ear, and
says there is something he needs to attend to
related to the captives taken yesterday.
The assassination. The bedding ceremony
begins. As the couple is being carried out, they
stumble across the horribly mangled body of
Cyrus Mullendore with Joss leaning over him.
Timoth shouts to have Olyvar imprisoned.
(What really happened: Olyvar stormed out of
the great hall, deeper into the keep. He found
Joss, who after wounding Henly was not welcome at the feast. The steward, actually a Faceless Man hired by Timoth, called Cyrus out and
the brutally murdered him with Olyvar’s longsword, which had been taken from him when
House Blackmont first arrived at Uplands. Joss
and Olyvar heard the commotion and rushed
to see what was happening. The assassin snuck
away, unseen by the two of them. Joss took the
longsword, gave it to Olyvar, and told him to
run.)
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EXT. RUINED FORTRESS - LATE AFTERNOON
JOSS and MERIA come upon a ruined fortress made of stone and
ancient-looking wood. JOSS sits on a piece of rubble.
JOSS
Let’s wait for the rest of the
group here. We’ve made good
progress today and should be out of
the mountains in the morning.
MERIA
(sitting down)
We were supposed to arrive at
Uplands today.
JOSS
Even for a small group that knows
these mountains, the journey is at
least a day and a night.
Beat.
JOSS
Besides, why rush into the hands of
your enemy?
MERIA
(ignoring him)
What is this tower? Are we still in
Blackmont lands?
JOSS
All these mountains belong to House
Blackmont by right.
MERIA
Does the crown recognize these
lands as ours?
JOSS
The crown sits atop the head of a
youth I doubt could find the
Dornish Marches on a map-Uncle.

MERIA

JOSS
This fortress, and several like it,
guard the mountain paths between
Dorne and the Reach. They have been
fought over for centuries. When I
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

2.

JOSS (cont’d)
ruled Uplands in your father’s
name, there was no need to maintain
any of the fortifications which
marked our old borders. I’ve been
trying to get Maron to repair and
garrison them.
MERIA
We have the coin...
JOSS
But not the will. Why bother when
his heir is marrying Timoth
Mullendore?
MERIA
Our union is the best chance of
bringing peace to the Marches in
centuries-JOSS
Remember the history of your House.
Peace on the terms of Westerosi
whores is no different than
subjugation. The Dragons could not
conquer Dorne, why should we yield
our castles and lands to lesser
men?
MERIA
The Dragons were killed by those
lesser men.
JOSS
Not all of them.
MERIA
You would have us rally to this
Daenerys Targaryen, then?
JOSS
Oh no, by the Seven. I want my
castle back, but I won’t back a
helpless cause to do it.
MERIA
I heard she has an army of a
hundred thousand Dothraki
screamers.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSS
She’s an untested girl.
MERIA
She’s not much younger than me. I’m
an untested girl.
JOSS
Meria, you are more ready to lead
House Blackmont than my brother
ever was.
Beat.
But?

MERIA

JOSS
But for your blind trust of those
who covet your land and title.
These Mullendores.
MERIA
I can take care of myself.
JOSS
I know you can. I just said as
much.
Then--

MERIA

JOSS
Listen. You know I have no children
of my own. I have spent years of my
life trying to give you the tools
to survive this world, as a leader
and as a warrior. And yet, I can’t
protect you from the foes who truly
scare me. I lost the war I had
waged so successfully because I
couldn’t play the game of thrones
as well as these Westerosi. Guard
yourself, guard yourself well.
MERIA
I think I hear them coming.
JOSS
Good. I could use a fire and a
meal.
Beat.
(CONTINUED)
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JOSS
Think about what I said. Remember,
trust only your family.
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The Party
Meria, Olyvar, Bryna, Warrek, Maron

Inciting Incident
Castle Uplands’ Main Hallway
MARON, MERIA, BRYNA, AND WARREK
follow lady Alyce and Timoth down the hall.
Suddenly the two stop dead in their tracks.
Lady Alyce lets out a howling scream. Past
them is Lord Cyrus dead with two men
standing over him, Joss being one of the men,
the other man bathed in shadows. Joss quickly
hands the other man a huge longsword with
Cyrus’ blood on it and they both run in separate
directions.
Timoth yells for the guards’ as he runs after
Joss. Lady Alyce, crying, pleas to the party to
help catch her husband’s murderer. Shortly
after the party catches up with Joss and
Timoth, Joss is cornered and held down.
Timoth is suspicious of Olyvar’s absence. He
desires to find Olyvar in order to blame him as
the other man with the Long Sword. He shouts
to the party and guardsmen, Where is Olyvar?

Daniel Cohen

Timoth looks at Joss and asks again. Joss
spits down at Timoth. Timoth draws a dagger
and exclaims the end of Joss’ life. Lady Alyce
shouts in agreeance with this. The party
intrigues with Timoth and Alyce in order to
de-escalate and convince them to give Joss
a fair trial. Timoth and ALyce finally agree
and instruct the guards to throw Joss into the
dungeon.
Castle Uplands Hallways
OLYVAR is running with the Longsword
murder weapon. The blood creates a path
for guards chasing Olyvar to follow. Olyvar
must clean the sword or he will not be able
to escape and the guards will catch him.
A peasant cook sees Olyvar running and
calls him into a nearby room. The peasant
exclaims there is no time to explain because
the guards will be there soon. Choice. Olyvar
chooses to listen to the peasant and follows
him into the nearby room.
Once Olyvar goes to the peasant, the
peasant cleans the sword to show that he is
trustworthy. After cleaning the sword, the
peasant asks Olyvar to follow and the run
further away down the hall hiding in a storage
room. The peasant asks Olyvar to give him
the sword because the peasant wants to help.
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Intrigue. Olyvar gives the peasant the sword,
the peasant takes it and runs out of the storage
room disappearing down the hall. When the
sounds of [the guards running by seems to
stop, Olyvar leaves the closet traverses to
Maron’s quarters where the party is residing.
Maron’s Bedroom Quarters
OLYVAR RETURNS TO THE PARTY. Maron
asks where Olyvar has been. Olyvar does not
tell the truth and instead tells a story about
how he had stepped outside to get some fresh
air when a lovely commoner was carrying
something too heavy. Deception. Olyvar
explains that he was helping and lost track of
time. Maron asks Warrek to watch over Olyvar
for the rest of the time the party remains at
Castle Uplands just to be sure that everyone
stays out of trouble. Maron, happy that Olyvar
is not missing any longer, changes the topic
and brings up the issue of Joss’ Imprisonment.
Maron talks with the party about ways to get
Joss out, but ultimately believes the the party
should be honorable and try to convince the
other nobles that Joss is innocent and that
their house is trustworthy first. After this, the
party separates into their perspective rooms
and goes to sleep.

Progressive
Complications
Main Hall
The next morning, THE PARTY awakens and
gathers in the main hall. Many nobles are
residing in Lady Alyce’s chambers to give her
their condolences.
Meria and Timoth make eye contact and
Timoth starts walking over towards her. As
he is walking over, Maron asks Meria to join
him in visiting Joss in the dungeon. Before she
has the time to answer, Timoth arrives and
questions Meria if she came to wish his mother
her condolences. He assumes that this is her
intention for being in the main hall. Meria has
to choose whether to visit Lady Alyce or Joss
first. Meria decides to go with Timoth to see
Lady Alyce. Maron follows.
Lady Alyce Quarters
MERIA and MARON arrive in front of Lady
Alyce. Lady Alyce is so disgusted with Meria
and Maron that she can barely stand the sight
of them. Intrigue. Meria apologizes to Lady
Alyce. Persuade. Lady Alyce starts crying
after Meria finishes her apology. Alyce says
that Meria is forgiven and that any woman that
Timoth loves, Alyce loves too even if they are
part of a irrespectable, lying, murderous house.
Alyce looks at Maron.
Timoth pulls Meria away and asks for her
to testify against Joss in order to avenge her
father. Intrigue. Meria says she won’t go
against her house like that because she doesn’t
believe Joss did it. Timoth gets visibly annoyed.
He says that he wants their marriage to work
out but he has a distaste for the rest of the
members of her house.
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Maron steps in and pulls Meria away to talk
with her. Timoth walks away and returns to
his mother. Maron suggests it’s time to go visit
Joss in the dungeon and asks Meria to come.
Main Hall
At the same time as Meria leaves with Maron
to visit Lady Alyce, OLYVAR is approached by
the same peasant cook who helped him hide
his sword. The peasant asks Olyvar to come
with him. Choice. Olyvar chooses to say no
to the peasant and this angers him. The man
grabs Olyvars shoulder and whispers in his ear
that if Olyvar does not go with him then he will
tell the Mullendore’s of Olyvar involvement
in Cyrus’ murder as well as reveal the sword
to everyone as proof. Intriuge. Olyvar decides
to go with the peasant. Warrek notices and
follows unbeknownst to Olyvar.
On their way to their destination Olyvar
and Peasant are attacked by a group of
five youngsters. They demand to be given
everything that Olyvar and the peasant have on
their person.
Choice. WARREK can choose to step into the
fight at this point. Regardless of his decision a

sixth kid sneaks up on Warrek and pushes him
out to where Olyvar and the peasant are. The
peasant is surprised of Warrek’s spying.
The three are surrounded on all sides. A kid
approaches the peasant with a knife pointed at
his face. The kid goes to grab the peasants coin
bag on his waist. The peasant grabs the boys
arm and knees upward, breaking the kids arm.
The peasant exclaims “no one takes from me!
Kill the kids!” Combat.
After the fight, finally they arrive at a nearby
town. They all walk inside a Brothel and the
peasant asks Warrek to wait outside. Choice.
Warrek refuses. The peasant pulls out a dagger
and points it towards Warrek’s gut. The
peasant threatens to gut him right there unless
he listens. The whole inn becomes quiet and
stares at Warrek with ill intent like they are
ready to help the peasant kill Warrek. Warrek
stays behind.
Olyvar walks into the room with the peasant.
In the room he finds five other men. The men
ask for Olyvar’s help in order to get into the
Uplands Castle to kill all of the nobility there.
The peasants tell Olyvar that he will help them
sneak into the castle and kill Lady Alyce and
Timoth first. Then they will go after Renly,
and Olenna. Intrigue. Olyvar is skeptical at
first and says no. Because of his hesitation the
peasants tell him that if he doesn’t help they
will reveal his involvement in Cyrus’ murder
to Timoth and Lady Alyce. The peasants
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also talk about implicating Bryna because
of her knowledge that the insurrection a few
days prior was going to happen. After much
convincing, Olyvar agrees to help.
During Olyvar’s conversation, Warrek is
waiting outside the room. A very drunk Qhorin
knocks into him. He apologizes and offers to
buy Warrek a drink. Qhorin very much insists.
Choice. Warrek gets a drink and sits down
with Qhorin. Qhorin drunkenly talks about
a recent vision he had of a massive attack at
Castle Uplands, a significant death of someone
very close to Warrek, and Castle Uplands in
ruin with Meria leading the charge.
A halt in the conversation Qhorin gets up from
his seat to go release himself. He knocks into a
commoner who spills his drink all over himself.
Qhorin profusely apologizes. The commoner
exclaims “Filthy Nobility” and starts to threaten
Warrek and Qhorin. The innkeeper demands
they fight outside. A crowd of people push
Qhorin and Warrek outside and form a circle
around them and the commoner. Combat.
Warrek fights to defend himself and Qhorin
from the circle of peasants and commoners.
After the fight, Qhorin leaves and tells Warrek
that he is going to try to sneak back into the
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brothel. Olyvar steps out of the inn and catches
up with Warrek. They leave the inn together
and go back to the castle.
Castle Uplands
At the same time, BRYNA is in the main hall
with Meria and Maron but does not go with
them into Lady Alyce’s chambers. Bryna
talks with Timoth who is left behind as Meria
and Maron walk towards Alyce. Timoth asks
for Bryna’s support against Joss. Timoth
continues to talk without much time for Bryna
to respond. Timoth talks about how he is
currently torturing a member of the peasant
insurrection and he believes that he is close to
getting a name of the party out of this peasant.
Timoth hints that the name is Joss. If this is
true then Timoth would know his suspicions
have been true and he can implicate Joss to
take revenge for his father’s death.
Timoth hints that killing Joss won’t be the
end either. Timoth says that Dorne needs to
be taught a lesson of who is owner and who is
dog. He believes that with Meria by his side he
can truly bring about peace for both nations.
However, Timoth talks about how he has much
distaste for Bryna and her whole party. How
they have caused nothing but pain, suffering,
and chaos since they got to Castle Uplands. He
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hints that if they were out of the picture things
would be much easier. Timoth then states that
if Bryna helps him prove Joss’ guilt that he
might allow her and the rest of the party leave
after Joss’ death. Intrigue. Regardless of if
Bryna agrees or disagrees he states the only
way to gain Timoths favor in return for safety is
to go to his room later that evening.
After this conversation with Timoth, Bryna
is given a letter from a peasant that says “We
know your involvement with the insurrection.
If you do not help set Jory free, then we will
implicate you!”
Castle Uplands Dungeon
BRYNA sees MERIA and Maron walking
towards the dungeon. Maron calls for her to
follow. When they get to the dungeon to check
on Joss. Joss is talking with another man. Jory.
When Joss notices that Maron, Meria, and
Bryna are there he stops talking with Jory and
stands up to run to the bars asking for the party
to set him free. The guard looks at Joss and
walks towards him. Joss sees the guard and
backs away from the bars. The guard goes back
to his post. Joss steps slightly closer where
the guard will allow and whispers for Meria,
Maron, and Bryna to get him out. He whispers
softer about how he has a plan to take the keys
away from the guard. Maron interrupts Joss to
let him know that they aren’t there to let him
out. This angers Joss. He starts speaking loudly
implying that they came down to help Jory.
Joss takes a quick glance at Bryna but Maron
doesn’t notice the look. Maron questions what
he means and Joss brushes it off. Joss turns
to Meria and Bryna and begs for them to let
him out. Choice. Regardless of their decision,
Maron steps in and strongly suggests not
freeing Joss yet because Maron still believes
that the party can honorably relinquish their
guilt.
Maron shows Joss a dagger underneath his
cloak. Joss grabs Maron through the bars and
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brings him close yelling at Maron for not letting
him out. At this time Joss takes the dagger and
hides it in his pants. The guard watching comes
over and breaks up the encounter.
After visiting Joss in the dungeon, Maron,
Bryna, and Meria go to the main hall. After,
Maron suggests to Meria and Bryna to search
for Olyvar and Warrek. Maron goes back to
Lady Alyce’s chambers.
Meria and Bryna leave the castle walking
towards the courtyard. A peasant woman
screams and approaches them. She asks for
their help and for them to follow her because
someone is dead. They see others running
towards that direction as well. Choice. Bryna
and Meria follow the woman.
She takes them to a nearby storage room where
the body of the Steward is found. He is dead.
The crowd murmurs “He was just a child, who
would do such a terrible thing?” Right after
this Warrek, and Olyvar walk into the Uplands
castle courtyard. The same woman peasant
calls over Olyvar and Warrek as well. She asks
if they can help tell everyone that someone
is dead so they can get to solving the murder
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Timoth. They make eye contact. Timoth
approaches her and asks her if she is headed
to his room to talk further about the fate of
her family. Choice. Bryna says no to Timoth
about going to his room. Persuade. Timoth
gets mad and states that her family will pay the
ultimate price if she does not come to his room.
Bryna then goes to his room. They have sex.
After they have sex Timoth does not allow her
to immediately leave. Suddenly a knock at the
door.

sooner.
They all view the body but it is not long until
soldiers come and remove the body from the
premises. The guards tell the party and all of
the people around the body to go back to their
houses. They head back to the castle.
That night Maron asks Olyvar and Warrek
what they did all day. Intrigue. Olyvar tells
the party about the peasant meeting today.
Bryna however, does not tell the party about
her note and her involvement with Jory which
would explain Joss’ comment from earlier.
Regardless of their decision to tell these facts
Maron suggests not telling anyone from the
house as he does not want to implicate anyone
any further.

Timoth demands that Bryna hide in the closet.
She moves to the closet naked and she closes
the door leaving it cracked. She can see Timoth
through the crack of the door. Timoth opens
the door and sees an encounter between
Timoth and a child that looks like the Steward.
Timoth gives the steward a bag full of coin.
The child counts the money and exclaims that
the money is short of what the deal was. The
child pulls out a dagger and holds it to Timoths
neck and asks for more. Timoth says nothing
and backs to his dresser where he takes out
another pouch and hands that to the child.
The child counts it and walks away without
saying anything else. Timoth holds his hand
to his throat which was cut a little as he closes
his door. His face is red. He closes the door
and looks at the closet noticing the door was
cracked open. He calls out to Bryna and yells
at her asking what she saw. Though he doesn’t
give her much time to answer he yells at her to
leave. She gets dressed and heads to her room.

From all of the hateful things being said in
Lady Alyce’s chambers earlier today Maron
does not fully trust Joss to stay safe at Castle
Uplands. Maron suggests to go check on Joss
again first thing in the morning. Everyone then
heads to bed.
On her way back to her quarters, Bryna sees
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Crisis
Castle Uplands
The next morning THE PARTY wakes up.
Olyvar goes to the backgate where the peasants
asked to be let in. Maron follows Olyvar and
he tells WARREK to come just in case they
need help. Choice. Olyvar can choose to let
the peasants in or not. Olyvar chooses to let
the peasants in, the peasants come in and they
start attacking the guards and nobles of the
house, wreaking havoc.
When the same peasant that originally
approached Olyvar comes in, he throws Olyvar
his longsword and tells him to fight alongside
him. Choice. Olyvar chooses not to fight then
the peasant attacks Maron. Combat. Warrek
and Olyvar have to fight a four peasants in
order to protect Maron.
Earlier, Meria and Bryna are reminded by
Maron to go check on Joss to make sure that
he is okay. When they arrive at the dungeon,
Jory’s cell is unlocked and the fat guard is
dead right outside of Joss’ cell. The dagger
that Maron gave Joss is shoved into the guards
neck. When Joss sees Meria and Bryna he asks
for them to please give him the guards keys. At
this point Meria and Bryna hear fighting. Joss
exclaims again for the keys. He says that if he
gets out he can get help. Choice. Meria and
Bryna decide to set Joss free. Before he leaves,
Joss looks at Bryna and says Jory was taken
to be tortured. He fiercely demands that they
find him, and kill him before he reveals Bryna’s
involvement in the insurrection. It’s the only
way to keep the whole party safe until I get
back. He then runs away through the castle
escaping during all of the chaos in hopes of
bringing back help to save the party.

Climax
Castle Uplands
Maron, WARREK, and OLYVAR find
themselves fighting in the main hall. Garrison
Fowler and Regan Manwoody have also joined
in on the fighting order to protect themselves.
The peasants have almost reached the nobles
though their numbers are dwindling. A few
peasants call to Olyvar. Warrek looks as well.
The peasants are holding Lady Alyce down
asking Olyvar to finish the job. Choice.
Olyvar can choose to save Lady Alyce or kill
Lady Alyce. Either way on his way to fulfill his
decision Brienne of Tarth screams towards
Olyvar and chases him down to attack him.
Combat. Olyvar must fight Brienne of Tarth.
As the fight between Olyvar is going on Lady
Alyce is stabbed by a peasant three times in the
gut. Timoth, who is fighting, screams to Warrek
to save his mother. Maron screams to help
Olyvar! Choice. Warrek chooses to save Lady
Alyce and gains some of Timoth’s favor, but he
loses Maron’s.
As this is happening BRYNA and MERIA are
looking for Jory. Joss has escaped. Looking for
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the torture chamber Meria and Bryna come
across a soldier attacking a defenseless peasant.
The peasant screams for their help. Choice.
They decide to run in and fight off the guard to
help the peasant. Combat.
Once the guard is defeated the peasant will ask
them to save Jory from the torture chamber
and will tell Meria and Bryna where that is.
Meria and Bryna enter the torture chamber
and see Jory there conscious but bleeding out
with a knife holes all over his body. Jory sees
Bryna and asks her if she has come to kill him.
He says that he hasn’t told anyone that she was
involved. Intrigue. Meria and Bryna question
Jory. During this encounter Jory promises that
he never said anything and won’t say anything.
Jory explains about a faceless man who came
to town that he had tracked to this Castle.
Choice. Bryna decides to kill Jory.
After this, the sounds of fighting disappears
from the air. Meria and Bryna go back to the
main hall where they see Olyvar down with
Brienne of Tarth holding a sword to his head.
Olyvar lost the fight. Lady Alyce is injured and
the hall is littered with the dead. Olenna points
at the long sword on the ground next to Olyvar
and screams “Isn’t that the weapon we saw Joss
holding the night Cyrus was killed?” Timoth
jumps at the opportunity and blames Olyvar of
being the other man, which would explain his
absence during that time.
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A guard comes back from the dungeon and
exclaims that Joss has escaped. Timoth
shocked looks at the party and blames Joss’
freedom on the party without evidence.
Persuade. The party must prove their
innocence and the fact that they had nothing
to do with the chaos that is erupting at Castle
uplands. Regardless of the conversation
Timoth points to all of them and says he does
not believe them.
Timoth points to Olyvar and asks the guards
to throw him in the dungeon. Timoth points
back to the party, and locks them up.Maron
stresses the importance of not locking up the
party by threatening war between the two
house. Lady Alyce screams in pain. Timoth
stares at the party and reluctantly looks at Lady
Alyce. Timoth runs to his mother and looks at
the guards and asks them to throw the whole
party in the dungeon with Olyvar. The party is
forcefully brought to the dungeon. They stay
there until the next morning.
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Resolution
The Great Hall
THE PARTY is awoken by loud high pitched
sounds of swords hitting the metal bars of the
dungeon where the party is residing. Timoth
comes down with four guards. He asks the
guards to open the cell doors and take Meria
first. Timoth explains the trial is happening
right now and those who will judge are residing
upstairs in the great hall waiting for the trial to
start. He brings Meria upstairs and questions
her. He asks if she will join his side and
continue to be his wife in order to bring order
and stability to the two nations. He is willing
to forgive her if she would testify against her
own house. Intrigue. Meria says no, Timoth
is unaffected and he takes her off the stand
and places her in the court awaiting the next
testifier.
Next is Warrek, Timoth asks the same
questions. Timoth praises Warrek for saving
Lady Alyce the day prior.
Next is Bryna, Timoth asks all the same
questions. Timoth adds questions regarding
Jory and he also adds that Bryna seduced him
that night in order to try to gain favor with
him. Intrigue: Bryna lies about sleeping with
Timoth.
She rebuttles his lie and she brings up the fact
that the Timoth hired a faceless man to kill
his father so he could take the throne and how
Timoth is blaming his father’s death on House
Blackmont.
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Olenna asks how she got this information.
Bryna replies that she first saw the steward
dead, and then that night she saw the steward
alive receiving money from Timoth in his room
and finally she talks about how Jory said he
tracked a faceless man to this castle. Timoth
calls her a filthy liar and tries to shut her up by
smashing her in the face with the butt of his
sword. Olenna gets mad at Timoth for doing
that. She asks Bryna one more time how she
knew the steward arrived to Timoths room
after he was found dead. She replies explaining
how Timoth forced her to have sex with him in
order to get her house on better terms. Timoth
calls her a liar and brings up the fact that she
lied about sleeping with Timoth before. Olenna
agrees. He forcefully puts her back with Meria
and Warrek.
As this is going on Maron and Olyvar are
talking in the cell alone. Maron says that this
does not look good for the party. He says to
Olyvar that he believes a trial by combat
would be better for Olyvar since it seems the
Mullendore’s wish entirely to get revenge
for Cyrus’ death. Maron is then taken and
questioned by Timoth and then placed with the
rest of the party in the great hall.
Finally Olyvar is aggressively taken from the
cell. He stands in front of everyone with his
hands tied. Timoth implies that there is already
enough evidence from the party’s guilt and
Olyvar’s actions that implicate him more than
enough. He immediately calls for a vote to
execute Olyvar. Intrigue. The party tries to
save Olyvar and help him get a fair trial. But,
the nobles have already decided to vote to kill
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Olyvar.
Olyvar screams trial by combat. Timoth
agrees and says the fight will take place right
now. He asks a guard to get Olyvar his armor
and longsword. Timoth also suits up. Combat.
Olyvar and Timoth fight. Olyvar starts to win
the fight. A guard comes up and pushes Olyvar
down. The nobles allow it. Olyvar is taken off
guard and Timoths sword pierces Olyvar’s skull
above his right eye. Olyvar is dead.
Maron screams. He grabs Warrek’s weapon,
charges towards Timoth, and jabs Warrek’s
sword towards Timoth’s face. Timoth dodges
just in time but gets a nasty cut on his face.
Combat. The party fights in order to protect
Maron. Shortly after the fight began, Maron
gets stabbed by Timoth and guards carry
Maron away from the scene.
As this fight is going on a huge explosion
is heard from the front gates and a fire is
spreading from the stables into the castle,
near Timoth’s mothers room. The fire spreads
quickly. Olenna brings Timoth’s attention to
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the fire crawling towards Lady Alyce’s room
with her resting there. Timoth runs to his
mother’s room to help her. The rest of the
nobles are running further into the castle away
from the windows. Suddenly Joss sneaks into
the great hall and fights with the party the five
guards surrounding the party. Combat. Joss
helps the party fight the guards.
Joss explains he stole horses from the Stables
and then set it aflame in order to distract
everyone long enough to save you all. Joss calls
out to Warrek to bring Olyvar’s body. Warrek
picks up Olyvars body, leaving behind his long
sword. They start their escape from the castle
after Timoth had moved his mother somewhere
safe. Timoth runs back as he sees the party
leaving through the window. He calls out to
Meria for her to stay and he calls for guards to
seize them but his cries are lost in the screams
and chaos erupting throughout the castle.
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INT. CASTLE UPLANDS

1
SCENE BY DANIEL COHEN

Meria and Timoth stand from their seats. They walk by Olyvar
sitting alone at an isolated table. On their way out of the
dinning hall Timoth kicks Olyvar’s feet but Timoth pays no
mind. Giggles echo down the hallway as they leave. Olyvar
regathers himself and stares into the crowd of the
festivities as they celebrate wildly. He often catches gazes
with Olenna Tyrell. Joss is drunk and loudly talking with
Cyrus. Olenna, next to them catches Olyvar’s eye one more
time.
OLENNA
You. Boy. Come here.
Joss takes attention to Olyvar Olenna’s exchange. Olyvar
stands, and walks towards Olenna. He opens his mouth...
OLENNA
Don’t... make a sound without me
talking to you first.
Joss stares at Olenna, ignoring Cyrus as he talks. Taking a
sip of his wine. he spills it staining his clothes.
OLENNA
I noticed you looking at me, you
know. The whole time. It made me
uncomfortable to say the least.
Olenna drinks her wine. She scoffs at Joss’ clumsiness.
OLENNA
I really don’t know what he sees in
you lot. I mean most of you are
like dogs that don’t even know
table side manners.
LORD CYRUS
Enough Olenna. These are guests in
my house. Please treat them like
they were your guests.
OLENNA
I don’t invite dogs into my house,
my Lord.
Joss slams his goblet onto the table spilling the rest of
the wine that remained on the table. Olenna waves her hand
at Cyrus and Joss.
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OLENNA
Alright, alright. I guess you can’t
help what you are after all. Like
I’m sure you know that very well,
bastard.
OLYVAR
What gives you the right to hold
power over my head? Where does your
status come from besides your own
self-centered ego?
Joss smirks and walks away from the table wiping the wine
from his clothes.
OLENNA
The point here is not where the
power comes from but who holds it.
Power itself is meaningless unless
you have people who will follow
you.
LORD CYRUS
She’s right. Which is why as people
in positions of power, like us, we
need to take a higher standing and
be better than the rest.
Olenna laughs.
OLENNA
You don’t think I know that? Power
is even more complex than that, you
silly man. Sometimes you need to
bend people into shape so they
don’t disrupt the natural order of
things. YOU don’t do that which is
why you have rebellious gorillas
attacking nobility at important
events like your own son’s wedding.
OLYVAR
The natural order? Common folk, men
and women died yesterday during all
the chaos too! Are their lives
meaningless to you too because they
aren’t nobility?
OLENNA
Not meaningless. Just not
important.
Joss walks back to the table. He cleans his clothes with a
cloth as he stands next to the table.
(CONTINUED)
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OLYVAR

OLENNA
My family is more important. It’s
the same for you isn’t it? Don’t
act higher than me when in the same
situation you would act the same.
OLYVAR
I wouldn’t. I am no...
JOSS
He wouldn’t. The difference isn’t
in how he would act. The difference
is how he wouldn’t act.
OLENNA
Who asked you?
JOSS
Olyvar wouldn’t call his guards to
make sure his family is okay. He
has the character to run out there
in the midst of chaos and check for
himself.
Cyrus clears his throat.
JOSS
That makes Olyvar more selfless,
and strong. If I had to choose a
leader knowing both of you. The
answer is obvious to me.
OLENNA
Are you saying that this
bastard is better than me?
Yes.

LORD CYRUS
Okay Joss, that is enough,
please.

JOSS

LORD CYRUS
Joss, do not have me ask you again.
You are a guest but that does not
give you free reign.
Joss points down at Lord Cyrus.
JOSS
Who asked you? Your opinion doesn’t
matter anyway, along with your
claim to this land.
(CONTINUED)
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Excuse me?

LORD CYRUS

Olenna laughs aggressively.
OLENNA
Hey Bastard. Do you understand the
reasons why Bastards are considered
similar to mutts? Sometimes worse
than mutts.
Lord Cyrus stands from his seat.
LORD CYRUS
Joss and Olenna, that is enough of
your squabbling!
OLENNA
It’s because they represent
constant reminders to those who are
too selfish, or too stupid to know
any better.
Olenna grabs her goblet filled with wine. She nods her head
towards Maron.
OLENNA
They represent sins or mistakes.
They can never be anything else.
LORD CYRUS
Olenna, I will not have you
prance...
Oh Shush.

OLENNA

Olenna sips her wine. Joss confronts Cyrus.
JOSS
This land is Dornish land and shall
return to Dornish property again
sometime soon. I will see to that.
LORD CYRUS
Joss, please calm yourself. Olenna
plea...
OLENNA
Imagine being the father of four
siblings. Then one night you get
too drunk, you fuck a whore, and
now you have some thing has a
constant reminder of your fuck up.
(CONTINUED)
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Cyrus bangs his fist on the table.
LORD CYRUS
Everyone STOP!
Olyvar stands, screams, and smacks Olenna’s goblet from her
hand. She jumps back surprised. Guards approach the table.
Olenna puts her hand up. Cyrus and Joss stare from across
the table.
OLYVAR
You incorrigible decrepit hag. I
don’t want to listen to you any
longer.
Joss walks towards Olyvar. Puts his hand on his shoulder.
Olenna waves the guards away. Cyrus stays quiet.
OLYVAR
One thing I understand that you
don’t is that it doesn’t matter.
Olenna looks towards Cyrus’ wine filled goblet next to her
and she reaches for it, taking a big gulp.
OLYVAR
It’s doesn’t matter if you’re a
commoner, a lord, or a bastard.
OLENNA
Can you get on with it?
OLYVAR
We are where your power comes from.
Cyrus stomps his foot.
Enough!

LORD CYRUS

Joss walks away and pulls Olyvar with him.
OLYVAR
There are more of us than there are
of you. Understand that well.
Olenna sits back in her seat and gulps the wine in her hand
once more. The party, quiet. Her eyes remain locked on
Olyvar and Joss walking away down the corridor. Cyrus
unwillingly smiles at the rest party members still in the
dinning hall, he walks swiftly after Joss and Olyvar. The
party continues.
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Joshua Kery

The Party
Meria, Bryna, Warrek

Inciting Incident
Dornish hills, outside of Uplands
THE PARTY rides away quickly. Meria may
take the lead on her horse. At first, there
doesn’t appear to be any Mullendores pursuing
the party; they seem too busy dousing Joss’s
fires, and there’s no horses left for them in the
stables anyway. Night falls.
But soon a torch-carrying figure on horseback
appears on the horizon behind them: Joss yells
for the party to stop and take up arms. The
party may wait for the figure to approach, but
as it gets close enough to be heard, the voice of
Garrison Fowler shouts a greeting to them.
Fowler’s horse rides up to the waiting party.
There are two men on the horse: Fowler and
the Red Priest, Qhorin. Fowler dismounts and
hugs Meria and Joss, explaining how he left the
infirmary when the castle had caught aflame,
and how he had stumbled into Qhorin and they
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had found a horse and escaped, chasing the
fleeing party.
Fowler looks around and asks after Maron. The
party may explain that they left him behind.
A Notice roll will reveal how much Fowler is
taken aback by this. Qhorin eyes Olyvar’s body
warily. Joss asks Bryna how she feels about the
death of her lover.
Further into the Dornish Hills
THE PARTY, now with Garrison Fowler and
Qhorin, continues into the Dornish hills.
Eventually, torchlights appear from the
direction of Uplands, and Fowler identifies
them as a pursuing Timoth Mullendore.
Timoth appears to be rapidly approaching with
a small number of men on horseback, as the
NPCs frequently note.
The party reaches a fork in the road, and Meria
may decide which way to go. Joss will advocate
the faster route, but one on which Timoth
will surely catch up to them; Garrison Fowler
pushes for the safer alternative. Going with
Fowler’s plan, the party reaches an impasse
where it’s too dangerous to continue, and they
have to turn back. They encounter Timoth,
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Brynden Storm, Brienne of Tarth, and a few
other Mullendore retainers on their way
back and engage in light Combat: The party
outnumbers the Mullendores, who are also
exhausted from fighting fires.
Timoth, in the fray, approaches Meria and hold
his sword by his side. Instead of attacking her,
he offers her a letter from Maron. Meria may
accept it. Timoth proposes that she convince
her family to surrender, to save her father’s
life. Should Meria refuse, Timoth will raise
his sword. Combat between them. A go at
Timoth’s already scarred face will be enough
to scare him off and get him to call back his
friends.
With the Mullendores chased off, Meria may
read her father’s letter to the party:
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home. A bitter Garrison Fowler questions why
the party thought to grab Olyvar’s body but not
their living Prince. Joss, in his own defense,
points out that Red Priests have been known
to bring people back to life. Qhorin appears
uneasy about this, but will answer questions if
probed.
Near Castle Blackmont
Homeward bound, THE PARTY encounters
smallfolk by chance who, when hearing of their
story, expvress further disgust with the party
and accuse them of cowardice for not rescuing

My dear Meria,
I urge you to be reserved in your
reaction to my imprisonment. House
Mullendore threatens the future of the
Blackmont name. I believe your uncle would
have us burn our enemies down immediately.
But I disagree. In my absence, listen to those
who I trust and who share my reservations
about attacking this House rashly. There will
be a proper time. Keep House Blackmont alive.
A quick Awareness check confirms that it’s
Maron’s writing. Upon hearing the letter,
Fowler accuses Joss of deliberately abandoning
Maron. He snatches the letter from Meria’s
hands and gives it to Warrek, and pushes
Warrek to suggest that they ride back to save
Maron right away. Joss, surprisingly, echoes
Maron’s words and promises that they’ll
wait and prepare an army to go and save his
brother. He asks Meria what kind of leader
would her father want her to be. Intrigue for
the party to negotiate both sides and come to a
decision.
The party chooses to proceed on their journey
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Progressive
Complications
Castle Blackmont
A welcome home. Joss’s wife, Lady Tesha
Blackmont, is there to greet THE PARTY.
Grumpy Garrison Fowler heads back to his own
castle, Skyreach.
Meria is now the sitting ruler of Blackmont.
She’s responsible for hearing all her family
members and subjects complain to her.
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decision to leave Maron behind. They accuse
Meria and the party of jeopardizing the
Blackmont name. Noho Dimittus arrives and
reminds the room of Blackmont’s debts. Meria
is told she must assign advisory positions: Joss
volunteers himself to be her military advisor; a
noble proposes that Warrek be in charge of the
House treasury and dealing with the Iron Bank.

Joss schedules a hearing between Meria,
her potential advisors, and other Blackmont
nobles, so that they can begin planning
Maron’s rescue: They need to raise an army to
do it.
Blackmont Barracks
Joss also informs BRYNA that the Red Priest
Qhorin is praying by the fire in the barracks —
Lady Tesha leads the party to Qhorin, where
the players may Persuade him to resurrect
Olyvar. Qhorin is reluctant to try because
he’s never performed any magic, as other Red
Priests have been known to do. In this venture,
Bryna enjoys much more respect from the
Blackmont people, and acknowledgement of
her loss in particular with regards to Olyvar’s
death. Qhorin is unconvinced in this first round
of Intrigue, but a second attempt will have to
wait until after:
Blackmont Main Reception Hall
Court hearing. Blackmont nobles clamour
for attention; MERIA will have difficulty
controlling this massive Intrigue. The nobles
question her competency and condemn the
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Behind the Reception Hall
After the hearing, Joss offers WARREK some
gold as an advance for escorting Meria to a
pop-up meeting with the leader of a mercenary
army, Bailin Belmore, who’s just arrived at
Blackmont. (Joss has been sending out ravens
behind the scenes.) Meria and Warrek must
Deceive Bailin into believing that they can
afford his services and Persuade him to join
their cause.
Tavern on Outskirts of Castle Blackmont
WARREK must convince Noho Dimittus to not
pull back the bank’s support when he meets
him in a scheduled meeting. Intrigue. While
Noho at first spurns Warrek, a few drinks may
help Persuade him to agree to relaxing the
Iron Bank’s collection. Drunk Noho will advise
Warrek to keep a little bit of every exchange
for himself, a tool of the trade for bankers like
himself.
*This is the dramatic scene for Act 3.
Skyreach
Joss leads THE PARTY out of Castle Blackmont
on the pretext that they’re visiting another
mercenary leader, but soon they realize that
he’s taking them on a much longer journey to
visit House Fowler. To stem their dismay at
this trick, Joss encourages the party, especially
Bryna, to try and convince Qhorin again to
resurrect Olyvar. At the Fowler ancestral home
of Skyreach, Garrison Fowler promises his
unconditional support for Meria’s cause almost
as soon as he grants the party an audience.
Fowler also asks to read Maron’s letter again
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and admit that Meria is doing right by her
father by planning his rescue so carefully.
Blackmont Barracks
Encouraged by Fowler’s pledge to their cause,
THE PARTY may approach Qhorin again.
This time, Qhorin agrees to attempt the
resurrection. If asked what supplies he needs
to prepare, he’ll say that he needs a material
sacrifice from Bryna, since the ritual needs
to use someone who loves Olyvar (family or
lover).
Blackmont Barracks
BRYNA and the other PARTY members may
work with Qhorin to plan Olyvar’s resurrection.
Qhorin asks Bryna to offer up her blood for
the ritual to happen. Bryna cuts open her hand
over Olyvar’s body. But Qhorin’s first attempt
at resurrection fails, presumably because Bryna
doesn’t truly love Olyvar. Joss offers words of
comfort to Meria and the other players.
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Warrek may present to her Maron’s letter.
Instead of admiring the war plan, she accuses
the party of dishonoring Maron by starting
a hasty and thoughtless war. They are going
to get innocent people killed and jeopardize
the safety of all their Houses, particularly her
own, with its history rivalry with the Carons of
Nightsong.
Joss, however, reveals that he is eager to get
the war started, and quickly offers gold to win
Regan over. But Noho Dimittus has travelled
with the party because of his wariness of
the gung-ho support of (also in debt) House
Fowler; the representative hisses his objection
to Meria and Warrek that Blackmont cannot
afford Joss’s promise, and Meria and Warrek
may use Intrigue to get Joss out of the
negotiation room. Their further efforts to win
over Regan Manwoody through Intrigue
are now soured with the revelation of their
indebtedness, and at best, Regan promises

Blackmont Main Reception Hall
At another public hearing, MERIA listens
to peasants come in and complain of a food
shortage. Big Intrigue. Their main supplier,
House Dayne of High Hermitage, has tapered
the flow of food to the Blackmont region. The
peasants blame Meria for being a bad leader —
specifically for not acting as her father would.
In the backroom dealings for the same meeting,
Bailin seeks his first round of payment from
Warrek, and recommends a brothel at the edge
of the castle if Warrek wants to take some of
the gold from their exchange for himself and
steal a few hours of relaxation.
Kingsgrave
Joss arranges for THE PARTY to travel again,
this time to request food and arms from House
Manwoody of Kingsgrave, where the real head
of the House is the Lady, Regan Manwoody.
She is skeptical about lending help to the
Blackmont cause. Regan asks after Maron.
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her House’s support on the condition that
House Dayne of High Hermitage supports
Blackmont’s cause too.
Castle Blackmont
Angry that Meria kicked him out of the room,
Joss knows that she will let him return to her
counsel if he brings back Olyvar: To BRYNA,
he compassionately proposes that they try the
resurrection again.
Blackmont Barracks
With Joss’s help, BRYNA AND CO. Persuade
Quorin to make another attempt. This time,
Bryna secretly offers a material sacrifice
— hair — from Joss instead of herself. The
resurrection works! Olyvar gasps for breath
and sits up on the table. (See Olyvar’s
Resurrected character sheet).
Blackmont Main Reception Hall
At court, the Blackmont nobles are stunned
about OLYVAR’s new life, and they finally give
MERIA break from their complaints. Qhorin
loudly boasts to them, sharing other powers of
the Lord of the Light. Crucially, he suggests to
Olyvar that dark magic would be a fitting way
to get revenge against Timoth Mullendore.
Castle Blackmont
A celebration for Olyvar is held: WARREK
may enjoy the comfort provided by his new
spending cash. A cheerful Tesha Blackmont
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questions him about his commitment to
Meria’s war. Intrigue for Warrek to defend his
commitment. If he fails, Tesha offers Warrek a
replacement for his place by Meria’s side.
BRYNA and OLYVAR are left alone together;
Olyvar has the opportunity to show his new
disinterest in her, now that he’s been brought
back to life.
Split: Main Reception Hall and Behind
So, while MERIA and WARREK must deal with
a skeptical Noho again (Intrigue), Joss makes
a tense OLYVAR and BRYNA the leaders of
the next public hearing: While Olyvar may
express disinterest in leadership here, he does
have the opportunity to finally calm some stillanxious smallfolk. How well they reacted to
each other in their previous scene determines
how successful their leadership, and thus their
Intrigue is in the public hearing.
Blackmont Barracks
After the hearing, OLYVAR may Persuade
Qhorin to help plot his revenge against
Timoth Mullendore. Qhorin would rather
leave Westeros and seek more magical success
abroad. An Awareness roll will reveal that
Joss is observing this interaction from afar.
Blackmont Gates
Oberyn and Ellaria Martell arrive to some
fanfare at Castle Blackmont. THE PARTY goes
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down to investigate. News of the Red Priest’s
miracle has challenged their faith in the Seven,
and they want to see if Olyvar has truly been
resurrected.
Blackmont Quarters
With OLYVAR back to life, Joss takes
advantage of the party’s joy by reclaiming his
position as MERIA’s advisor. He uses Olyvar
as an excuse to invite Oberyn to a meeting with
Meria, Warrek, and himself.
Blackmont Private Reception Area
There, OLVYAR is presented in the flesh.
Oberyn questions whether he was ever dead
at all. Joss pushes MERIA and WARREK to
ask for Oberyn’s support in their war and to
show him Maron’s letter. Intrigue to convince
Oberyn that Qhorin’s miracle is legitimate and,
crucially, to win his support. This intrigue
will become more difficult as the players lose
composure: Joss will speak more often and
further reduce Oberyn’s willingness to help
them. Once the players fail, Oberyn admits that
he supports their cause in spirit, but advises
the party to be more clever in their war, and to
seek help elsewhere. Dorne, formally, is still a
neutral Kingdom, and the Martells won’t get
caught up in such a small dispute when they
have bigger plans for Westeros.
In private Olyvar may ask Oberyn for advice
on seeking revenge, since Oberyn is seeking
his own revenge. But when Oberyn listens to
Olyvar talk about killing Timoth, he becomes
uneasy and refuses to counsel Olyvar. Intrigue
to win him over.
Blackmont Quarters
Alone in her bedroom, BRYNA discovers that
she’s showing signs of pregnancy. Lady Tesha
surprises her and asks after her health. Bryna
may avoid explaining what’s going on, but Lady
Tesha will seem to get an idea no matter what.
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Crisis
Castle Blackmont
Meria and Warrek may plan their journey
to the god-fearing House Dayne of High
Hermitage, ruled by Alix Dayne, to ask for food,
gold, and arms. Qhorin and Joss accompany
them. Meria may plan not to include Joss in
the negotiations with the Lord of House Dayne
of High Hermitage. Joss will protest this, and
even argue that Blackmont doesn’t need any
else’s help to go to war with House Mullendore.
Instead of Joss, Olyvar will take a principal
place at the negotiating table. Furthermore,
his mere existence, as will be suggested to the
party, should prove to Lord Dayne that the
Gods are on Blackmont’s side. Joss emphasizes
to Bryna Olyvar’s importance in winning over
Alix Dayne in this negotiation.
High Hermitage, in the Streets
But before the negotiations take place, Lady
Tesha approaches OLYVAR and BRYNA, who
are together, and informs them that Qhorin
is leaving—he’s taking advantage of High
Hermitage’s proximity to the sea to catch a ship
leaving Westeros. Olyvar must choose to stay
and participate in the negotiations, or leave
immediately and chase after Qhorin so that he
can fulfill his revenge plot.
Should Olyvar choose to go after Qhorin, Tesha
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Timoth in the process? Meria and Warrek may
react, but Joss admits his intention to have
all the Mullendores killed. Disgusted, Lord
Alix Dayne gives the party a choice: House
Dayne of High Hermitage will take over the
rescue mission if Meria and her family dissolve
House Blackmont, hand over its territory, and
abandon their family name.

encourages Bryna to go with him, so that
Bryna must choose between that and telling
Joss that Olyvar has fled and maybe saving the
negotiations.

Road to Blackmont
If THE PARTY (minus Olyvar) chooses to
reject Alix Dayne’s offer, they return home
without his support. Meanwhile, Olyvar may
pursue Qhorin on horseback, catch him, and
Persuade or Intimidate him into committing
to the assassination plot for Timoth
Mullendore. Olyvar and Qhorin rejoin the party
on their journey home, and in secret, plan the
details of their plot.

High Hermitage Main Reception Area
Meanwhile, MERIA and WARREK engage in
Intrigue with the Daynish nobles. The nobles
are disappointed at Olyvar’s absence — they’re
suspicious that the rumors of his resurrection
are false — and Meria and Warrek may distract
them from this by presenting Maron’s letter
when they are asked about his well-being.
But BRYNA and Joss enter, and Joss takes
Olyvar’s seat at the negotiation table, to the
dismay of the expectant Daynish nobles.
Joss wants House Dayne to either commit to
supporting the Blackmonts or end this meeting
right away. He offers them gold again, and just
as Meria and Warrek begin to react, he reveals
the depth of the Blackmont debt. The nobles
are appalled, and Lord Alix Dayne reveals to
the players that his young daughter was just
promised to the youngest Mullendore lordling
when they both come of age—what will House
Blackmont do about the Mullendore children
once they seize Uplands and probably kill
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Climax
Castle Blackmont
Having returned to Blackmont, Joss reminds
MERIA that she’s out of options for Dornish
support for the rescue mission; she has a
mercenary army and House Fowler’s support
at least, in addition to the common folk that
Olyvar won over earlier. It’s time to decide: Go
forward with the war, or keep waiting and try
to seek out more help.
Blackmont Main Reception Area
Should MERIA choose to start their war, Joss
helps Meria make a formal declaration. They
use OLYVAR’s miraculous life as a major
selling point. But Noho Dimittus threatens
immediate withdrawal of the Iron Bank’s
support in light of such recklessness. WARREK
may try to Persuade him back to their
cause. If he fails, the representative publicly
accuses Warrek of hoarding money, and the
Blackmonts can expect a mercenary army
backing House Mullendore when they meet on
the battlefield.
Now that it’s revealed that Warrek had a plan
to stay behind at Castle Blackmont, Joss and
Meria may question whether or not Warrek
intended to join them on the battlefield.
Should Warrek offer the substitute promised
by Tesha Blackmont, Bailin Belmore and
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Garrison Fowler loudly denounce this decision.
Intrigue. Warrek may then decide to stand at
Meria’s side or not.
Gleeful that their war is underway, Joss takes
Bryna aside and thanks her for putting him
in the Daynish negotiations. After he leaves,
Lady Tesha appears and accuses Bryna of
seducing her husband and carrying his child.
Intrigue. Tesha calls Bryna out for choosing
to go to Joss instead of following Olyvar—it’s
clear Bryna’s relationship with Olyvar is a ploy
and she’s using Joss to climb the social ladder.
Bryna may deny this (Joss hasn’t really made
any advances, after all) and succeed in calming
Tesha.
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Resolution
Castle Blackmont, in the Streets
THE PARTY gathers their arms and joins a
procession of soldiers marching out of the
castle. Warrek, on the way out, passes the
location where he’s been storing his gold and
has a moment to feel the loss. Olyvar may
finalize his plot with Qhorin.
Watching Olyvar and Qhorin scheme, Joss
complements Bryna’s ability to deal with his
wife and her false accusations. Joss reveals to
Bryna that he intended to sabotage the Daynish
negotiations by bribing Qhorin into leaving and
knowing that Olyvar would follow him. Bryna
may immediately ride up to Meria and disclose
this information. Joss will follow her. Intrigue
to figure out what to do with Joss. Joss asks
Meria what kind of leader she wants to be and
asks her to take out her father’s letter, which he
snatches from her and destroys in front of her.

remind him that he’s in quite the position of
power, and of luxury.
A messenger rides up to THE PARTY soon
after. A raven has arrived from King Renly,
speaking on behalf of House Baratheon and
House Tyrell: The Tyrells have lent arms
to Timoth Mullendore’s cause, as have the
Tarlys, the Carons, and the Mullendores of
Honeyholt. Renly encourages Meria Blackmont
to surrender herself to House Mullendore in
exchange for the return of her father, who he
assures her is alive. Renly would rather have
Dorne united with the Reach, to boost his claim
to the Iron Throne, and besides, the Blackmont
forces are deeply outnumbered anyway.

Dornish Hills, Outskirts of Castle Blackmont
Once they’re out of the castle, WARREK is
quickly called to the back of the procession to
settle some small dispute over money among
the mercenary soldiers. Bailin Belmore and
Garrison Fowler call him back up to the front
after he’s trudged along in the back for a little
while. They give him wine and an advance
payment for his part to play in this war: They
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INT. TAVERN, BLACKMONT CASTLE - DAY

1

WARREK and Iron Bank envoy NOHO have just sat down at a
table. As the newly appointed Master of Coin, Warrek must
renegotiate Blackmont debts to the Iron Bank. Warrek sits
back in his chair and smiles at Noho, who scowls in return.
WARREK
So! How ’bout drinks?
NOHO
No, thank you.
WARREK
Come on. Can’t start a deal off
properly without a few rounds
first.
NOHO
Please, Warrek, I don’t drink.
Warrek holds his hands and smiles.
WARREK
That’s fine, I understand. Straight
to the point, then: We need to
settle the Blackmont debts.
NOHO
No, we don’t. I don’t like you,
Warrek. Talking to a commoner like
you is beneath me. I’m only here
because I want you to give me
another audience with Princess
Meria.
WARREK
Woah, hold on. Now, I might not be
able to convince you, but I know a
lady who might. Bryna!
Warrek waves to the other side of the tavern.
NOHO
Your games aren’t going to work on
me.
Joss steps in front of their table.
JOSS
Hello boys.
Warrek’s eyes widen. He sits forward in his chair.
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CONTINUED:

2.

WARREK
Where’s Bryna?
Not here.

JOSS

NOHO
Ser Joss, good of you to join us.
JOSS
And I am in good company. On what
occasion do Noho Dimittus and
Warrek Maller sit down at the same
table?
NOHO
I’m here to request an audience
with Princess Meria.
WARREK
I’m not going to take you to her
after what you said about me.
Noho begins to stand.
NOHO
Take me to her, or I’ll find her
myself.
Joss gently pushes Noho back into his chair.
JOSS
There’s no need to leave. Princess
Meria is upstairs.
NOHO
Is she really?
No.

WARREK

Yes.

JOSS

Warrek and Joss wordlessly turn their heads towards each
other.
NOHO
Well, if she is, you have no reason
why I can’t see her immediately.
JOSS
She’s busy. With... planning
military strategies.
(CONTINUED)
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NOHO
In a tavern?
WARREK
Look, don’t listen to him. Busy or
not, Meria refuses to see you until
after you’ve made a deal with me.
NOHO
The Iron Bank has enough gold to
fund Blackmont’s destruction ten
times over. Take me to Meria.
JOSS
Fine. We’ll take you to her. But
wouldn’t you like to sit down for a
drink first?
WARREK
He doesn’t want to.
JOSS
I think he might if I offer him
one.
NOHO
Please, I really don’t.
JOSS
Nonsense. You’re in Dorne!
Joss calls a tavern boy over with mugs of ale. Warrek stands
up.
WARREK
How ’bout instead, I walk you over
to a few ladies I know are waitin’
for us on the other end of the bar?
I-

NOHO

JOSS
Noho, didn’t I know you before this
summer?
NOHO
I don’t think so.
Joss wags his finger in the air. Warrek looks at Joss,
confused.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSS
No, I remember! You were a champion
drinker.
NOHO
I found it difficult to stop, once
I started. I haven’t drunk in
years.
Warrek smiles and sits down again.
WARREK
But what was that then? Braavosi
wine? Blackmont’s got a finer brew!
JOSS
Something you won’t need more than
a sip of.
NOHO
Please, I’d rather be myself when I
see Princess Meria.
JOSS
But Meria will expect you to drink
as well. It’s Dornish custom.
WARREK
Right! And if it’s your first sip
in years, you ought to practice
beforehand.
Together, Warrek and Joss pushes a mug towards Noho. Noho
looks down at the mug. Beat.
NOHO
Well then, so long as I get to see
Meria.
Noho takes a gulp of ale. Joss waves over another tavern
boy.
WARREK
And you will! Right after another
round!
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Melissa Schoeller

The Party
Meria, Olyvar, Bryna, Warrek, Joss, Qhorin,
Garrison Fowler, and Various soldiers and
retainers

As they cut through the Red Mountains,
the group passes difficult terrain (agility,
athletics, endurance, survival). Joss leads
with confidence, and Warreck’s survival
expertise lends itself to an easier traversal
than they might otherwise have encountered.
Joss mentions that they are vulnerable as they
struggle, and in these rocky neutral zones, it is
hard to defend the perimeter.
If a member of the party thinks to send out
scouts, they will use awareness see evidence
of shadows trailing them, or have a soldier hear
the sounds of someone whispering in the trees.
If not, the party will simply proceed until…

Inciting Incident
On the Road through the Red Mountains
THE PARTY continues to march on to war.
Joss eagerly leads the meager numbers they
have been able to gather as though he is
certain of victory. The rest are less so. The
party uses awareness to overhear complaints
and concerns of the soldiers that they are
marching to a fight they cannot win. The party
- mainly Meria - can take this opportunity to
try to use intrigue to inspire confidence and
a better attitude in the bannermen, but this
is an attempt hard won. After all, the number
of troops are low and anyone can see that
those who should be sworn to assist House
Blackmont in its time of need did not all come
to stand at Meria’s side.
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Ambush in the Red Mountains
Warfare begins. Arrows come flying from all
directions. THE PARTY must react, marshall
the troops, and stop the attackers themselves.
The enemy uses cowardly tactics - long range
weapons to prevent any significant damage to
their numbers through melee. This is mainly
because they are, in fact, a smaller raiding
party (no more than a hundred men). The party
can use corresponding bows to subdue them,
but it will take longer and they will lose more
men in the process. Should the party decide
to send a group on foot to find and defeat the
raiders, they will be able to discover the raiders’
small numbers and attack appropriately to kill
and capture all involved.
The attackers are identified as affiliated with
the Reach - mercenaries, but also some of
Reach house relation. Most were killed in
battle, but four survived: a young boy barely
old enough to hold a sword, two mercenaries
who surrendered out of fear for their lives, and
Brynden, Warreck’s friend.
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Progressive
Complications
The soldiers are far more rattled than they
were at the start of the march, and more vocal
than ever that they are losing faith that this
war is the right choice. Joss insists they must
proceed in order to make camp on the other
side of the mountains, where they are more
able to defend their surroundings. However,
after everything that just happened, the
men are tired and in need of a night’s rest.
No matter what the party chooses, or what
intrigue strategies they use, there is very little
that can be done about the initial morale of the
men, however a good night’s rest may make
them more amiable to the party using intrigue
to keep the soldiers determination up.
Blackmont Camp - Prison Tent
Once the army makes camp, Joss suggests
that MERIA needs to do something with the
captured Reach men. He has already tried to
get information on the Uplands forces, but
no one will cave. He says Meria can try to get
information from them, but will likely have no
luck.
The party can use intrigue to try and get the
men to talk. If anyone other than Warreck
attempts to get the prisoners to divulge
information, the best results they will get is
that the mercenaries will beg for their lives
but give nothing useful. Bryndan will remain
silent, unless an incredibly high intrigue
roll is achieved. The captured young boy, who
identifies himself as Inan, if interrogated, will
give up no information. Instead, he spits at
his Dornish captors. He will not comply, and
instead promises that, should he survive this
war, he will most assuredly seek vengeance for
the death of his master, Ser Deonte Rowan.
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If WARRECK is there when interrogation is
attempted, Bryndan will try to hint to Warreck
to come back alone to talk to them. Warreck
can attempt to use intrigue to get Bryndan to
talk right then and there. If Warreck is alone,
Bryndan will inform him of the reality of the
situation: The Reach forces greatly outnumber
the Dornish. While the Mullendores have
been able to recruit a respectable number of
bannermen to stand at their side, the true
numbers have come in the form of the Iron
Bank. Since the Blackmonts have not been
able to pay back their debt, the Iron Bank is
mowing them down to teach other borrowing
houses a lesson. Bryndan says he has convinced
a couple of the soldiers on guard to help him
escape in exchange for safe passage out of the
Red Mountains. He begs Warreck to run Blackmont cannot survive tomorrow’s battle.
Warreck now has the choice whether or not to
go along with Bryndan’s plan.
Blackmont Camp - General’s Tent
Joss soon after the interrogation seeks out
MERIA, WARRECK, OLYVAR, and heads of
the sworn houses to participate in a strategy
meeting for the battle ahead. Others affiliated
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may ask to attend, such as the Bryna or Qhorin,
and they will be welcome based on Meria’s
permissions (possible intrigue). This is an
opportunity for the players to discuss how to
handle the coming battle, as well as a chance
for Warreck to disclose any information he
might have acquired from Brydan. If Warreck
does inform the party that the Iron Bank has
sponsored an opposing force, one of the heads
of houses present will suggest that Meria send a
Raven promising all the wealth of the Uplands
to the Iron Bank, should they withdraw. Joss
is opposed to this - if they claim the Uplands,
it should be theirs to do with as they please!
Ultimately the party should be convinced that
it is the smartest move to send that raven.
Joss also brings up that there is unrest amongst
the soldiers, and that it might be a show of
strength to execute the prisoners. Fowler
expresses interest in a performative execution.
One of the lead mercenaries suggests that this
would be immoral. Joss will remind them that
he has sworn to kill any member of House
Blackmont to cross his path. Better to stifle the
rebellion now than wait for it to grow stronger.
Joss adjourns the meeting and suggests they
go check on the prisoners. Meria and Olyvar
part ways - Olyvar to wander among the tents,
Meria to the prisoners.
After the same meeting, Meria must decide
what to do with the prisoners. Given where
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her ethics and the ethics of her father fell, it is
very unlikely that she will choose to kill them.
(If Meria decides to execute the prisoners,
the men are gathered to watch the brutal
killing. They hiss and boo at each prisoner
that is brought down under Meria’s sword in
turn, their hatred for the Reach reinvigorated.
The two mercenaries plead for their lives.
Bryndan remains stoic. The young boy curses
Blackmont’s name with his last breath.)
Blackmont Camp - Among the Tents
After the meeting, OLYVAR is likely incensed
at the fact that the Blackmont forces might be
insufficient to win tomorrow. The loss itself
should not bother him, so much as the fact that
a weaker army means a lesser chance of him
having the chance to take Timoth Mullendore’s
life. Qhorin approaches him about the
possibilities available to him with the support
of the Lord of Light (intrigue). He suggests
the use of a shadow assassin, a creature that
can only be summoned with R’hllor’s blessing
and the use of sexual intercourse. Bryna could
be an accomplice - if Olyvar does not come up
with this on his own, Qhorin will suggest it.
Olyvar will find BRYNA and engage in an
intrigue session to try to convince her attempt
to summon a shadow to kill Timoth. Given that
the danger to her and her unborn child that
this terrifying magic could cause, she will most
likely resist. If this is the case, an intrigue
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encounter must be used to determine which
way the debate will go. The debate will be in
Bryna’s favor, but should she lose and go along
with summoning the shadow assassin, the
attempt will fail and the attempt will cause her
to miscarry.
Either way, Olyvar will be unable to summon
a creature to help him kill Timoth. Qhorin
suggests another solution (intrigue). If he
is willing, he need only sacrifice a youth in
order to imbue him with strength. The Lord of
Light, after all, believes that lives hold power,
and returning life to Him will return double
in success on the battlefield. If Olyvar would
like to sacrifice a young person, he will have
to either find one from within the common
soldiers he has recruited, or use the boy they
captured in the earlier skirmish. Either way,
since he is now taking the life of someone
relatively removed from the center of the
conflict, doing this will solidify to anyone
among the common folk who might be his ally
that he is in fact no longer a man of the people.
He will find his soldiers on the battlefield the
next morning find him less heroic a figure to
stand behind and defend.
Blackmont Camp - Evening
The camp settles down for night. Guards
are posted, fires are lit, and the men are
encouraged to gather what rest they can before
tomorrow’s battle.
As ale is poured and food is distributed, Joss
finds BRYNA and pulls her aside. She is still
rattled from her latest exchange with Olyvar,
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and feeling incredibly insecure. Joss knows
nothing of what Olyvar is up to, nor how Bryna
is feeling. All he knows is this: tomorrow he
will be reclaiming the Uplands. They will be
in need of a new nobleman to hold the land,
and an heir to secure the line. He has had his
eye on Bryna for a long time - she is beautiful,
healthy, strong, and smart enough to make
a good Paramour for him. He engages her
in conversation, initially trying to suss out
her commitment to Olyvar, and then when
subtlety doesn’t work, he tries to pressure
her overtly into promising a commitment to
him. In exchange for her fidelity, he promises
that any children she bears will be named his
successor. She simply must support him in his
campaign for the Uplands. If she pushes him
for information on his guarantee of the lands,
he will admit that one way or another, he is the
only option. He will MAKE Meria see this.
Blackmont Camp - Midnight
If Meria did not execute the prisoners, they will
attempt to escape and camp must chase them.
THE PARTY must do an awareness check to
determine whether they even hear the escape
and are able to join the fight. WARRECK can
choose whether or not to join them in running
away.
The young boy, now released from his
shackles, does not seek freedom. As promised,
he charges back into the camp, alerting the
guards as he attempts to take one Blackmont
bannerman before he is stopped - Fowler.
Fowler is only injured, but the ruckus he
created wakes up the camp and the prisoners
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are all killed.
Warreck, if he is there, is injured and
recaptured. He will have to use intrigue to
convince Joss not to execute him. One would
hope, though, that given Warreck’s relationship
with House Blackmont, and his attachment to
Meria and Olyvar, he would choose to set aside
his fears and convey this information to Meria.
Battlefront on the Dornish Marches
The next day the camp awakens and marches to
the battlefront. MERIA is expected to lead the
soldiers onward. If Meria sent a pleading letter
to the Iron Bank, she will receive feedback
from a scout that the numbers the Uplands had
gathered are not as high as they feared - they
may stand a chance. If not, their battle will be
significantly more difficult.
MERIA, WARRECK, and OLYVAR are asked
by Joss to take their places and lead their men.
Bryna will not be asked to join the fight, though
if she decides she would like to, she would be
asked to fight at Joss’s side.
Warfare begins. Timoth is eager and angry.
Waving above his head is Olyvar’s sword. As
the Blackmont army crests the final hill to the
battlefront (an hour’s ride from the Uplands
keep), flaming arrows come falling. Meria may
decide whether to counter with long range
weaponry or to begin the melee. Either way, the
battle has begun.

Timoth is perpetually moving to try to get
closer to Meria. He wants her hand or her head,
but either way is thirsty to right his position
as great head of House Mullendore. Joss plays
a more ruthless war game, cutting through
anyone who comes across his path.
OLYVAR, maddened by his desire for
vengeance, is likely to fall out of rank easily in
search of Timoth.
Timoth eventually reaches MERIA. He engages
her in combat, offering with each blow the
opportunity for her to end this. If she lays down
her sword, stops this fighting, and surrenders
Blackmont to Mullendore control, he will let
her live. She may hesitate, but Olyvar doesn’t.
Between the two of them, Timoth is cut down.
With Timoth’s death, a ripple occurs
throughout the battlefield. Yes, some men still
fight aggressively on, but the mercenaries who
saw Timoth fall stop, and soon after the rest of
the Uplands forces are overrun by Blackmonts.
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will inevitably remember as containing the
dungeons.
Down into a musty dungeon THE PARTY goes,
walking past the moans of others, they are lead
to the cell that holds Maron.

The battle is won, the Uplands are open for
them to claim. The party quickly gathers
together to arrange care for the wounded and
disposal of the dead, but then they gather a
smaller army to claim the under-defended
Uplands citadel. If Bryna is not already
accompanying the party, Joss insists she come
with them to see what will be their new home.
As they travel, Joss suggests to MERIA that,
now that the land is theirs to do with as they
will, Meria leave the stewardship of the keep
to him. She may choose to promise this to him,
giving him increased investment in securing
the land. Either way, Joss will still feel he is
entitled to the Uplands, and will make this
known as they continue forward.

What they come upon is a gruesome scene.
There is a body tied against the wall, bloodied
and limp. The cloth he wears was once fine and
regal, but is now frayed and stained. The party
will not have to look long to find the guard
keeping the keys and get in. It is Maron, long
dead and left to rot. Anyone in the Uplands
knows who would do it, for he was quite public
about it. They need only ask any captured
person in the room to verify that Timoth
came down to these dungeons to take how his
frustrations on the felled Maron. Meria and
Olyvar insist on a proper burial. Joss, seeing
his dead brother in a state, wants vengeance.
He calls out for the blood of Lady Alyce
Mullendore and of all Blackmonts. He beckons
Meria and Olyvar, insisting they must go to the
Mullendore chambers.

The Uplands
As THE PARTY enters the Uplands, they
encounter some slight resistance from the
weakest and most vulnerable of the guard barely out of childhood, elderly, and slight of
build. They are easily cut down, and Joss takes
a little too much joy in their deaths.
One of the bannermen, Fowler calls out for
Prince Maron. Joss echoes this. They shout
for the prison. Meria grabs one of the nearby
women, who is watching on in horror as the
soldiers go through, and asks where her father
might be held. The woman meekly points in
the direction of a nearby tower that the party
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Crisis
To the Mullendore Chambers
THE PARTY locates the location of the
bedchambers: across the courtyard. Lady Alyce
is holed up with her young children. A small
loyal guard, led by the armless Henly stands in
their defense, waiting outside the doors. The
Blackmont soldiers keep them hostage, unsure
whether they want to act against a man missing
an arm. It seems wrong.
They come upon the chambers just before the
soldiers take any aggressive measures against
Henly. If the party members wait too long to
take action (combat), Joss cuts down Henly,
who cries out for Lady Mullendore to run as he
falls. They burst into the bedchambers, where
Alyce throws her young children - two small
boys, no older than three or four, and a five
year old girl.
Lady Alyce begs for the life of her children
(intrigue). She insists that they are innocent
and have no stake in this war. If they let her
leave, she will raise them to never know they
are Mullendores - they will go far away and
never be a threat to the Blackmonts.
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Joss steps forward to strike them down.
He declares that so long as they live, House
Blackmont can never be promised security.
And how can they trust Lady Alyce or her
children? They allowed Prince Maron to be
murdered!
THE PARTY should try to intervene using
intrigue - Meria, Warreck, and Bryna all have
enough of Joss’s respect or affection to call
him off. If they do, he will stop to ask them to
reconsider. If they do not, he will pause to seek
Lady Meria’s permission before striking.
In that moment of weakness, Joss pauses to
consider the perspective of Princess Meria.
After all, she holds sway over who takes the
Uplands when all this is over. And that is
moment is all Lady Alyce. Using a concealed
dagger, she leaps forward and gains enough
leverage to stab Joss in the side of his neck.
She screams that they will not hurt her
children. That she would rather die than let
them take her. A soldier who arrived with the
party kills Lady Alyce in response. In a panic
the soldier declares that this clearly will never
end. All the Mullendores must die. Princess
Meria has to kill them or they will only come
back to kill more Blackmonts.
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Climax
The small children look up in terror. They
know enough to know they should be
frightened. The youngest boy shouts for his
mother, and the older daughter has to hold
him back. The Blackmont soldiers cry for their
deaths. The older daughter glares at Meria, the
fire of a fight clear in her young eyes.
MERIA asks the soldiers to seize the children.
As they squirm, she steels herself. She takes
a deep breath. And then she orders their
execution. This could initiate the use combat,
but the children have no strength to resist.
There is no one left to fight. No one left to want
revenge. The war is over.

Resolution
The Citadel
THE PARTY leaves the bedchambers and goes
toward the citadel. Everyone is gathering the
dead. All the banners are stained in blood, with
no house obvious among the bodies. A local
Maester approaches Meria and asks that there
be a funeral held on behalf of the fallen.
A representative of the Iron Bank rides into
the keep as the chaos settles. He approaches
THE PARTY, asking what is to happen of
with the Uplands and all the riches contained
therein (intrigue). Meria takes stock: Olyvar
is too mad and broken to lead, and it is
unlikely anyone else in the party would want
to lay claim. The citizens of the Uplands need
structure to return to normal. Maybe Warreck
or Bryna could lead the reparations, but would
they want that in all of this? The party decides
to leave all the treasures of the Uplands to the
Iron Bank, and Warreck decides to stay behind
and reestablish the uplands with Bryna as a
Dornish house. Meria and Olyvar prepare to
return to Blackmont - a poorer house plagued
with the war that just passed, but at least finally
able to exist in peace.
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Dramatic Scene: Act IV
Melissa Schoeller
EXT. BLACKMONT CAMP SITE - NIGHT
Wind rustles. Fire crackles. Although there is the clank of
metal, a shuffle of tent fabric, those sworn to house
Blackmont make barely a noise to reveal the thousands
setting up camp. The heir to House Blackmont, MERIA, her
bastard brother OLYVAR, his lover and paramour BRYNA, and
their friend in arms, WARRECK all huddle around a fire. They
stare quietly into the flames, soft frowns mirrored across
their faces.
Their entire journey, from planning a wedding to escaping
the wrath of the Reach, has culminated in this moment. JOSS,
head of the guard, bounds forward. In the solemn atmosphere,
he seems to be the only one devoid of a somber cloud. He
stands proudly, evident color in his cheeks and a swagger in
his step.
JOSS
Niece. Nephew. Friends. The plans
are set. Should you not be clearing
your minds of extraneous thought
through ale and slumber?
Meria and Olyvar manage weak smiles in their uncle’s
direction. Warreck stares on at the fire. Only Bryna glances
up.
JOSS
Yes, ale! Come, lovely Bryna, let
us celebrate the impending success
of our house.
Bryna hesitates. She looks back at Olyvar for support, but
he simply shrugs and waves her on. Joss straightens his
stance and gestures, almost impatiently. Bryna sees Joss’s
forceful expression - she rises to stand by him.
The two of them walk through the quietly shifting crowds. As
they step around soldiers cleaning swords and medics
preparing wraps, Joss shifts closer and closer to Bryna. She
keeps her focus straight ahead, but attempts to keep a
steady distance.
JOSS (cont’d)
Tell me of your home, Bryna.

(CONTINUED)
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2.

Ser?

BRYNA

A squire carrying armor shuffles by a little too close to
the pair, and Joss pulls Bryna to the side. As space on the
path widens again, Bryna moves to step away once more, Joss
stays near, a hand remaining on the small of her back.
JOSS
You are from High Hermitage?
The hand slides down. Bryna grimaces.
BRYNA
Yes, ser. I was a maid there.
JOSS
Surely a paramour as lovely and
delicate as yourself would be
better off in the shelter of a
Dornish keep.
BRYNA
Aye, but there will be no shelter
should we lose.
They arrive at the ale, sitting atop a carriage. Bryna grabs
a mug to serve from one of the barrels. Joss takes it from
her, pulls the tap so liquid rushes in and pours over. He
holds out the drink to her. She takes it but does not sip.
Drink.

JOSS

Bryna waits a moment longer. Locks eyes with him. Sips a
little. He smiles.
Good.

JOSS (cont’d)

He takes another tin mug for himself. Fills it. Takes a
hearty swig.
He steps closer. Leans in. Breaths in the scent of her hair.
Midway through, she steps away once more.
JOSS (cont’d)
You really are beautiful.
BRYNA
Thank you, Ser Joss.

(CONTINUED)
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He continues pushing forward, and she back, until she is
standing to the side of the cart holding the barrels. He has
her cornered, the largess of him shadowing over her. She
looks around, eyes wide, face flush with fear. She grips her
mug but does not drink from it.
Joss leans in, brings his body to hers. He smiles in a way
that says someone once told him it was seductive over-intense stare, smile more smug than genuine. It is not
working on Brynna.
JOSS
Have you thought of what happens if
your beloved is cut down in battle?
Will you be as the young Reach boy,
pledging your dying breath righting
the wrong done to Olyvar Sand? To
House Blackmont?
BRYNA
Have I done anything to cause you
to question my loyalty?
One of her hands flies unconsciously to her belly, putting a
something between Joss and her unborn child.
JOSS
Goodness, no. But you are no fool.
BRYNA
I stand by House Blackmont.
JOSS
And young Olyvar?
She stares on. Joss chugs the rest of the contents of his
ale and then drops it on the ground. He leans forward,
places his hands on either side of Bryna’s shoulders,
pinning her against the cart.
JOSS (cont’d)
Claiming the Uplands has great
implications, don’t you think?
BRYNA
(nervous)
I suppose so - no more border
skirmishes.
JOSS
And a new prince for a new Dornish
hold.
(CONTINUED)
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He pushes his hips forward against hers. Her eyes widen in
panic.
JOSS (cont’d)
And heirs will be needed to secure
our place.
Bryna tries to push him away. He does not budge.
BRYNA
If Meria is so kind as to award
Olyvar the title, thenJOSS
And if I were to become the Prince
of Honeyholt?
Bryna stops struggling and looks up at Joss.
Olyvar is-

BRYNA

JOSS
Neither heir nor fit to rule.
She frowns, says nothing, knows he is right. She waits for
his response.
JOSS (cont’d)
So? Your thoughts?
He runs a hand along Bryna’s cheek.
BRYNA
Has Meria promised the title to
you?
She will.

JOSS

He smirks.
JOSS (cont’d)
I have served long and loyally and
after tomorrow... well, a seat will
be empty that needs filling. Why go
through the trouble of seating a
young, illegitimate boy who was not
raised to rule... no insult meant
to your young lover, of course.
But, really, who better than I to
take the role of Prince Blackmont
of Uplands?
(CONTINUED)
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His hand moves from her cheek, lower down her neck, along
her chest, until it stops at her waist. Bryna becomes
frozen, rigid.
JOSS (cont’d)
I could be wrong, but... if Meria
decides correctly, I should be in
need of heirs to secure my legacy.
And a paramour to bear them.
BRYNA
I am alreadyJOSS
Following behind a man who will
never be more than a commoner in
noble clothes. You can do better.
He runs his hand back up her body again. Stops at her face.
So?

JOSS (cont’d)

Bryna turns her head away from him, back toward the fire
where she can just make out Olyvar’s frame against the
light. She turns back to Joss.
BRYNA
...If you get the title.
He smirks. He yanks her face in for a rough kiss. Bryna does
not respond physically, but only grips the tin mug of ale
all the harder.
JOSS
We should turn in.
He steps away. He refills his mug, offers to do the same for
her. She refuses.
Joss holds out his cup in a toast.
JOSS (cont’d)
To House Mullendore. May they fight
honorably and lose heartily.
Joss stares into Bryna’s eyes and takes a deep swig of ale.
He grins.
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